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Discourse Relational Devices in TextLink: From (categorial) description to corpus annotation,
and back again
Liesbeth Degand
The presentation will give an overview of the challenges facing the members of the COST TextLink Action
(IS1312). The aim of the network is to interconnect the multilingual discourse annotated corpora developed (or
under development) across Europe in order to, among other things, delineate the dimensions and properties of
discourse annotation across corpora; organise these properties into a sharable taxonomy; encourage the use of
this taxonomy in subsequent discourse annotation and in cross-lingual search and studies of devices that
relate and structure discourse.
First results will be presented and illustrated on the basis of spoken and written data.

Definitions of Discourse Markers and their Functions as Text-Structuring Devices
Kerstin Fischer
In previous papers (Fischer 2006, 2014), I have suggested that the definition of discourse particles/ discourse
markers should be based on a set of dimensions that describe the characteristics of the items under
consideration. These dimensions include the degree of integration of a discourse marker, its context
dependency, its affinity to written versus spoken contexts and its functional spectrum. Such a dimensionbased approach accounts naturally for the facts that discourse particles/markers form a continuum instead of
discrete classes, that many of them participate in more than one class, that historically they migrate from
class to class, and that often one particle instance can fulfill several different functions at the same time.
Furthermore, it turns out that the dimensions according to which discourse particles can be described are
highly correlated; therefore, these dimensions contribute to systematizing the field.
Now, crucially, also the text-structuring functions these particles/markers fulfill correlate with the dimensions
identified since these functions depend on what units discourse marker uses refer to, i.e. on their domain of
reference, which is related to the characteristics described by the dimensions. Thus, the dimensions identified
also contribute indirectly to an understanding of the types of text-structuring functions a given marker fulfills.
Finally, we need to consider the impact of the language-specific resources available on the background of
which the functions of discourse markers are possible. That is, languages deal differently with the different
dimensions of integration and context-dependency, which has an impact on what kinds of units discourse
markers structure. Construction Grammar has been proven useful to capture the generalizations observable and
to describe the particular slices from the functional spectrum that particular language-specific structural
properties single out.
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Combinations of Discourse Markers
Bruce Fraser
I start from the assumption that there is a group of lexical expressions in every language called Discourse
Markers. These expressions may occur as a part of a discourse segment, have meaning, but are not part of the
propositional content of the message conveyed. Members of this class typically have the following properties:
they are free morphemes, discourse segment-initial, and they signal a specific message either about or in
addition to the interpretation of the segment.
Discourse Markers divide up into two sub-groups, with additional divisions:
Discourse Conjoining Markers
1. Contrastive (but, instead, rather)
2. Elaborative (and, furthermore, in addition)
3. Implicative (so, thus, as a result)
Discourse Structuring Markers
1. Discourse Management Markers (in summary, I add, actually, all in all)
2. Topic Orientation Markers (back to my point, as I was saying, by the way)
3. Attention Markers (look anyway, then, oh, ok, so)
In this lecture I will present an analysis of the combining properties of these two groups of Discourse Markers:
the order in which they occur in combination, where they occur (sentence-initial/sentence-final/separated), the
interpretation of the combinations, and what properties account for those that do combine. For example,
He wanted to go to the movies but instead, he stayed at home.
She couldn’t find a pen. So instead, she used a pencil.
I don’t like your argument, but, as I was saying, let’s move on.
A: The project didn’t work out. B: So, all in all, it was a complete failure.
A: John won first prize in the race. B: Oh, wow, Ok, let’s go congratulate him.
Sarah was discouraged at the result. But, after all, what could she expect at her age.
I’m glad you’re here. And oh, can you help me this
A: The house is empty and smells. B: Well, as I was saying, you shouldn’t expect too much.
Although I do not expect to touch on every instance of Discourse Marker combinations, I hope to provide the
basis of an analysis which others can fill in.
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Doing corpus-based typology: Concessivity in a cross-linguistic perspective
Volker Gast
Semantically speaking, concessivity is known to be one of the most complex discourse relations, e.g. insofar as
it implies background expectations and the cancellation of such expectations. This semantic complexity is
reflected in the fact that concessive relations are often encoded ‘compositionally’, e.g. by combining a scalar
additive operator with a conditional clause (‘Even if it rains, I will go out’), or a non-specific free relative clause
with a coreferential pronoun (‘Whatever you are selling, I’ll buy it’, see for instance Haspelmath & König 1998).
For a corpus-based approach to discourse linkers, such ‘distribution’ of information over various components of
a sentence represents a non-trivial challenge, as there is no specific markable to which the expression of
concessivity can be attributed. At the same time, the compositionality of strategies of concessive marking
offers an interesting way of classifying these strategies crosslinguistically, e.g. in the spirit of Haspelmath &
König (1998). In this talk I will propose a way of annotating examples of ‘distributed concessivity’ in natural
language corpora, using data from a Mayan language (Tzotzil) and various European languages. The annotations
will be implemented with GraphAnno, a tool for manual multi-level annotation (cf. Gast et al. 2015). On the
basis of a distributed annotation scheme, I will moreover propose a way of identifying instances of distributed
concessivity in corpora of English.
References
Gast, V., L. Bierkandt and C. Rzymski (2015). Annotating modals with GraphAnno, a configurable lightweight tool
for multi-level annotation. In M. Nissim & P. Pietrandrea (eds.), Proceedings of the Workshop on Models for
Modality Annotation, 19-28. Stroudsburg, PA : Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL).
Haspelmath, M. & E. König (1998). Concessive conditionals in the languages of Europe. In: van der Auwera,
Johan (ed.), Adverbial Constructions in the Languages of Europe. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 563-640.
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Discourse particles and cognition: an experimental approach
Óscar Loureda
It is well accepted in linguistics in general and specifically in pragmatics, that–for a number of reasons–not all
utterances require the same processing effort. To approach the study of the dynamics of communication, the
cognitive-oriented Relevance Theory provides a suitable frame: utterances are underdetermined stimuli
communicated ostensively by a speaker and enriched by a hearer/reader, who builds a mental representation
thereof. Such mental representations arise, however, from the interaction of conceptual meaning, i.e. the lexical
information of the propositional content of utterances, and procedural meaning, that is to say, instructions on
how to process conceptual meanings and carry out the needed inferential computations to arrive to the
communicated assumption.
Discourse particles display precisely a mainly procedural meaning: they serve as linguistic cues to guide the
inferential processes in communication and contribute to the interpretation of utterances. They are
intentionally used to carry out formulation operations (e.g. that is to say, namely), at a structural level as
information-organizing devices (firstly, secondly, finally), as argumentative devices (therefore, however, after
all) or as information-structuring operators (even, too, at least).
Furthermore, and given such semantic and pragmatic features, it seems plausible that discourse particles
constitute an attentional focus during processing. In this talk, I will address this question and will provide
experimental results that help to ascertain the contribution of discourse particles for the dynamics of
communication. Specifically, I will refer to results obtained in eye-tracking processing and reading
comprehension experiments in which the role of the Spanish information-structuring operators incluso (‘even’)
and también (‘also’) and the argumentative connectives por tanto (‘therefore’) and sin embargo (‘however’) was
analyzed. Results show that discourse particles contribute to constrain the inferential processes in
communication and to homogenize information processing patterns.
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Modal and evidential devices as structure-signalling devices in early English texts
Francisco Alonso-Almeida and María Luisa Carrió Pastor
Abstract
The present paper seeks to identify modal and epistemic devices with a discourse organising function. For this
purpose, I will focus on the Corpus of eighteenth century HIstory texts (CHET), compiled as a subsection of the
Coruña Corpus, currently under development at the University of Coruña (Spain) (Moskowich and Crespo, 2007).
The corpus is to be used with its own corpus tool, i.e. the Coruña Corpus Tool (CCT) for text retrieval and
analysis. Although the study obviously relies on corpus methodology, manual inspection is also performed to
disambiguate modal and evidential cases. My approach to evidentiality is disjunctive (cf. Dendale and
Tasmowski, 2001) in the sense that it stands as a distinct category from epistemic modality, even if functional
overlapping may result from truth-value readings of particular samples. I want to show how productive modal
and evidential items are for structuring and developing the text with a focus on cohesiveness (Alonso Almeida,
2015: 138). Furthermore, I want to detect their frequency of usage with this purpose, and also whether they
own further particular discourse and pragmatic functions. Conclusions will report on the categorisation of these
discourse and pragmatic functions, and on the interactive nature of evidentials and modals to elaborate and
construe meaning.
References
Alonso Almeida, F (2015) The functions of seem and parecer in early medical writing. Discourse Studies 17.2; 121–140.
Dendale P and Tasmowski L (2001) Introduction: Evidentiality and related notions. Journal of Pragmatics 33: 339–348.
Moskowich, I and B Crespo (2007) Presenting the Coruña Corpus: A Collection of Samples for the Historical Study of English Scientific
Writing. In Pérez Guerra, Javier et al. (eds.) Of Varying Language and Opposing Creed: New Insights into Late Modern English. 341–357.
Bern: Peter Lang.
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Comparison of Metadiscourse Markers in Arabic and English Research Articles in the
Introduction and Conclusion Sections
Hmoud Alotaibi
Abstract
Metadiscourse is known as language about language. It can be conceptualized as a framework or a model of
analysis which determines particular rhetorical devices or strategies used by writers. Ädel (2006) explained
metadiscourse as 'text about the evolving text, or the writer’s explicit commentary on her own ongoing
discourse, displaying an awareness of the current text or its language per se, and of the current writer and
reader qua writer and reader' (p. 183). Little is known about metadiscourse in Arabic and English research
articles written by Arabic-speaking writers. Therefore, this paper uses Ädel’s (2006) framework to investigate
metadiscourse markers in the introduction and conclusion sections of research articles written in Arabic and in
English by native speakers of Arabic. The findings indicated that the text-oriented metadiscourse was more
preferable across corpora and particularly was more prominent in introductions compared to conclusions. The
findings also revealed cross-linguistic variations as English texts used a higher number of metadiscourse
markers than their Arabic counterparts. The study closes with several recommendations for future studies and
addresses pedagogical implications.
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Construcciones causales implícitas en español e italiano
Ignacio Arroyo Hernández
Abstract
Se han sugerido numerosos marcos teóricos para describir las relaciones causales marcadas explícitamente,
con frecuencia en compañía de otros tipos semánticos de cláusulas, como condicionales y temporales. Las
construcciones causales donde las relaciones cohesivas entre proferencias no están explícitamente marcadas
han recibido menos atención. Pocos son los estudios disponibles que afrontan la motivación tras la marcación
de las relaciones causales en el discurso (Gohl 2000, Corminboeuf 2010, Diessel y Hetterle 2011, Chang y Su
2012), puesto que, por lo que a la implicitación se refiere, el interés parece recaer básicamente en las
cuestiones psicolingüísticas que se refieren al esfuerzo de procesamiento, al tiempo de procesamiento o a la
calidad de los free recalls.
Por lo que nos consta, a día de hoy no existen estudios específicos acerca de las relaciones causales implícitas
en español e italiano- Concentrándonos en estas dos lenguas, emergen preguntas de investigación como:
1) ¿Cuándo podemos decidir que dos o más segmentos forman una relación causal cohesiva?, 2) ¿Cómo se
señala esta cohesión?, 3) ¿Hacen los hablantes italianos y españoles un uso similar (en términos de tipología
de las estructuras, frecuencias, contextos discursivos, etc.?, 4) ¿Tiene la variable modalidad oral vs. escrito
incidencia en la dicotomía implícito-explícito?, 5) Si consideramos que la presenta de una marca explícita
vehicula verosímilmente funciones pragmáticas, ¿cuál es la relación entre las construcciones implícitas las y
construcciones explícitas o paráfrasis que se proponen frecuentemente como legítimas “versiones”? ¿Cuándo y
por qué deciden los hablantes añadir marcas explícitas?
Se recogerán datos procedentes de varios corpus contemporáneos: datos orales del corpus C-ORAL-ROM
(Corpus di parlato spontaneo delle principali lingue romanze), del corpus CLIPS y del corpus C-OR-Dial, y datos
escritos del corpus CREA, del Corpus del español (Mark Davis) y del corpus CORIS/CODIS.
La indeterminación semántica prevalente en las relaciones causales implícitas requiere de los hablantes un
fuerte enriquecimiento contextual que puede ser examinado a través de varios paradigmas teóricos bien
conocidos (Grice, modelos neo-griceanos, Teoría de la Relevancia, etc.), pero el papel central que la Gramática
Metaoperacional, propuesta por Adamczewski, asigna a la interacción enunciador-coenunciador en la
construcción de significado sugiere que puede constituir un paradigma útil para nuestra investigación.
Referencias
Adamczewski, H., Genèse et développement d'une théorie linguistique, suivi de Les dix composantes de la grammaire métaopérationnelle de
l'anglais, La Tilv Éd, Perros-Guirec, 1996.
Chang M.S, Su, H., To mark or not to mark the cause, that is the question: Causal marking in Taiwanese conversation, Journal of Pragmatics,
Volume 44, Issue 13, October 2012, 1743-1763.
Corminboeuf, G., 2000. La causalité sans les connecteurs ‘causaux’. Préalables épistémologiques, in Johnsen L. A., Corminboeuf G. & Conti
V. (eds), Entre syntaxe et discours, Linx.
Diessel, H., & Hetterle, K. 2011. Causal clauses: A cross-linguistic investigation of their structure, meaning, and use. Linguistic universals
and language variation, 21-52.
Gohl, Christine, 2000. Causal relations in spoken discourse: asyndetic constructions as a means for giving reasons. In: Couper-Kuhlen, E.,
Kortmann, B. (Eds.), Cause, Condition, Concession, Contrast. Mouton de Gruyter, New York, pp. 83--110.
Ford, Cecilia E., Mori, J., 1994. Causal markers in Japanese and English conversations: a cross-linguistic study of interactional grammar.
Pragmatics 4 (1), 31--62.
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Discourse relations, discourse connectives and discourse segmentation interdependency in
the light of causality
Caroline Atallah, Myriam Bras and Laure Vieu
Abstract
Many discourse theories are based on the existence of discourse relations (DRs) linking discourse units. These
DRs can be triggered by discourse markers, like connectives. For example, in French, the connective ‘parce que’
(‘because’) triggers a causal DR:
(1) [Pierre est parti]α [parce que Marie a crié.]β
‘[Pierre left]α [because Marie yelled.]β’
Identifying discourse relational devices (DRDs) associated to a DR (or a group of DRs) implies to know when
there is a DR. As a DR holds between two different discourse segments – α and β in (1) –, identifying a DR
implies first segmenting. Therefore, DRDs, DRs inference and discourse segmentation are interdependent
issues that must be analyzed together. However, segmentation issues are rarely focused on in the literature on
DRDs and DRs.
In this presentation, we will discuss the problem of segmentation across the causality spectrum in the wellformalized theoretical framework of SDRT (Segmented Discourse Representation Theory, Asher & Lascarides,
2003). We will illustrate it with the following examples:
(2) Les cris de Marie ont causé le départ de Pierre.
‘Marie’s yells caused Pierre’s leaving.’
(3) Pierre est parti à cause des cris de Marie.
‘Pierre left because of Marie’s yells.’
(4) Marie a crié, causant le départ de Pierre.
‘Marie yelled, causing Pierre’s leaving.’
(5) Marie a crié, ce qui a causé le départ de Pierre.
‘Marie yelled, which caused Pierre’s leaving.’
(6) Marie a crié. Ces cris ont causé le départ de Pierre.
‘Marie yelled. These yells caused Pierre’s leaving.’
(7) Marie a crié. Cela a causé le départ de Pierre.
‘Marie yelled. This caused Pierre’s leaving.’
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In each case, like in (1), a causal relation holds between the same two events: ‘les cris de Marie’ (‘Marie's
yelling’) and ‘le départ de Pierre’ (‘Pierre's leaving’). The aim of this presentation will be to determine whether
the causal relation is the same in all cases and specifically whether this relation is a DR.
If no precise definition is given to characterize an elementary discourse unit (EDU), most theories agree on the
fact that this unit approximately matches a syntactic clause. According to this criterion, (2) and (3) should not
be segmented. So, how can we account for the causal relation involved in these examples? Should we consider
that they are causal DRs and segment the discourse despite of the syntactic criterion violation? Or should we
consider that they are not causal discourse relations but just semantic relations between events? According to
the first option, ‘à cause de’ (‘because of’) and ‘ont causé’ (‘caused’) would play a discourse marker role, like
‘parce que’ in (1), i.e. they would trigger a causal DR.
Unlike (2) and (3), examples (4), (5), (6) and (7) count two syntactic clauses separated by a punctuation mark.
If we follow the common syntactic criterion, we have to segment them into two EDUs and thus to assume that
a DR holds between the two EDUs. As these examples do not involve phrases traditionally known as causal
connectives, one might wonder about the nature of the DR involved.
Therefore, the characterization of EDUs and that of DRs are strictly interdependent tasks. They also question
what is a discourse marker and more specifically a discourse connective. In this presentation, we will offer
some criteria to distinguish DRs from strictly semantic relations as well as clear segmentation rules. We will
also discuss the nature of a variety of causality markers in French, distinguishing DRDs among them.
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MDMA: corpus-based parameters for the identification of discourse markers in spoken
French
Catherine Bolly, Ludivine Crible, Liesbeth Degand and Deniz Uygur-Distexhe
Abstract
Starting from the common observation that there is no recognized closed class of Discourse Markers (DMs)
and that their definition may vary from one theoretical framework to another (Schourup 1999: 228), the MDMA
project (“Model for Discourse Marker Annotation”) has established an empirical corpus-based method for the
identification and annotation of DMs in spoken French. Central to our proposal is that DMs may be described as
clusters of features that, in specific patterns of combination, allow distinguishing between more or less
prototypical uses of DMs in context. The general goal of MDMA is to cover every step of the analysis of DMs
from identification to parameter and functional description, while its ultimate perspective is to provide reliable
clusters to feed machine-learning systems for semi-automatic identification of DMs in authentic data (cf.
Fischer 2000 for a similar approach to functional category assignment).
We proceeded in three steps : (i) manual identification of all so-called “potential” DMs in a balanced corpus of
spoken French (5,000 words; Belgium and France) ; (ii) automatic extraction from the corpus of every token
corresponding to the candidate DMs previously identified (1,181 tokens) ; and (iii) parameter analysis of a
random sample of 200 potential DMs (syntactic, formal and semantic-pragmatic variables). In line with the
objectives of this conference, our hypothesis is that statistical analysis – based on the distributional
constraints of the potential DMs at stake – should uncover a certain hierarchy between the different features
under scrutiny, regarding their relevance, reliability, and generalizability (or even specificity). Our results show
that syntactic position is the most predictive feature that correctly identifies a potential DM (which is
encouraging for NLP purposes), and that the statistically most prototypical profile of DM is the following:
autonomous, post-final, pre-initial or indeterminable position; with a procedural meaning; in initial or medial
position in the conversational turn; not expressing its coded meaning; not mobile. This pattern is exemplified
below:
(1) bon moi heureusement je n’ai pas eu de choses très graves mais enfin quand même / on sent / on
commence à se sentir qu’on / qu’on / qu’on diminue / qu’on ne sait pas faire ce qu’on veut (Corpage : corpus
ageNM1)
Less prototypical profiles either correspond to propositional equivalents of DM tokens (example 2), or
borderline expressions at the edges of several pragmatic categories such as modal particles or response
signals (example 3):
(2) le loup s’empresse/ chemin pour arriver chez la mère-grand avant le petit chaperon rouge mais là faut
mettre pas pris le bon chemin /euh/ (Clapi : corpus Chaperon Rouge, “Jean-Pierre et Magali”)
(3) ah à cause des sans papiers à Saint Bernard CEC voilà Saint Bernard CG d’accord (Clapi : corpus Adi
étudiants)
In this poster, we first describe the annotation scheme and procedure, then we illustrate several issues of
inter-rater agreement, and finally present the main results from the statistical analyses. Pointers to some
(functional and multimodal) perspectives of the MDMA project will also be mentioned.
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Discourse markers in reported speech
Margarita Borreguero Zuloaga; Ilaria Fiorentini; Elena Martínez Caro
Abstract
The present contribution proposes a first survey of the use of Italian and Spanish discourse markers
(henceforth DMs) in reported speech. One of the features of DMs is that they can be deleted in indirect speech
without affecting the propositional content of the utterance. This is mainly due to the fact that DMs typically
do not add anything to the propositional content of the utterance and therefore can be omitted in reported
speech (cf. Bazzanella 1995, Molinelli 2014).
By indirect speech we mean the reproduction of utterances belonging to another locutionary act (Maldonado
1991, Reyes 2002, Güldeman/von Roncador 2002, Mandelli 2010a), without quoting them directly, as in the
following examples, where the DMs guarda ‘look’ in (1) can be omitted in (2):
Guarda, ti sbagli
Ha detto che mi stavo sbagliando
However, DMs, especially interactional and intersubjective markers are accepted in direct (reported) speech
(Mandelli 2010b): in this case, they can be employed as quotation markers (metatextual function, Bazzanella
2006), in order to be more similar to the original speech, as in (3-4):
infatti me l’ha presentato dice guarda quando tu hai bisogno visto visto che c’hai il deposito qui a a allo
Sheraton se hai bisogno dice ti rivolgi qui a al dottor Bruschi (Ghezzi/Molinelli 2015)
llega un momento que vas aguantando y que las cosas se juntan y que dices/ PUES NO / TENGO QUE
PARARME / Y – Y DECIDIR (Briz/Val.Es.Co. 2002)
In some cases, it is difficult to determine whether the DM belongs to the speaker’s direct speech or to direct
reported speech, as in (5), and this ambiguity is closely intertwined with the type of DM:

ha detto che i movimenti erano, per così dire, involontari, che il cervello era, per cosi dire, passivo
Thus, we will try to assess which DM appear more frequently in direct reported speech and which their
functions are, as well as which DM are systematically excluded in this particular use. We carry out a corpusbased research collecting our data from different spoken corpora (LIP, C-Oral-Rom and CLIPS for Italian,
Val.Es.Co and COLA for Spanish). In our analysis, we will adopt a contrastive perspective, comparing DM with
interactional and metatextual functions such as It. guarda, Sp. mira ‘look’, It. beh, Sp. bueno ‘well’, It. ma, Sp.
pues ‘but’, It. per così dire, Sp. o sea ‘that is to say, so to say’).
Our claim is that these particular DMs are employed in order to convey the original illocutionary force of the
reported utterances and therefore they cannot be deleted without affecting their discourse meaning.
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‘En realidad’ as a crossing gate: multifunctionality and polysemy of a DM
Amalia Canes Nápoles and Nicole Delbecque
Abstract
One of the main problems in the description of DMs appears to be their multifunctionality and polysemy. Yet,
the semantic and functional analysis of DMs is characterized by a lack of attention for the multidimensional
structures of meanings and for the linguistic conditions that favor superposing various interpretations. Over
time, these particles rarely evolve toward a single semantic-pragmatic function and meaning but rather tend to
increase their ability to operate at various pragmatic levels. In this paper on the Spanish expression en realidad
([ER] in reality, in fact, actually) we propose a comprehensive bottom-up approach in terms of a conceptual
network of related meanings. We seek to understand the ambiguity of ER, first, by accounting for its meanings
and functions, and second, by estimating the probabilistic conditions underlying usage decisions. The corpus
used in this study comprises 503 ER occurrences in Cuban Spanish variety from the Corpus of the Real
Academia Española’s databank CREA.
This work introduces a statistical method, called Decision Tree (DT), for disambiguating both lexical and
pragmatic uses. While the properties for the DM’s syntactic identification have received more attention (e.g.
Siegel & McKeown [1994] & Eddington [2010]), the disambiguation of functions and meanings through
statistical analysis has been rather overlooked. The method applied in this paper is intended to provide insights
as to the type of morpho-syntactic, pragmatic, and semantic information necessary to further improve DM
sense disambiguation. It points to correlations among the variables that most significantly explain the DM
uses.
Our working hypothesis is that the pragmatic use of ER ranges over six related functions, all of which involve a
notion of reformulation. Although the relation between appearance (p) and reality (q) belongs to the semantic
field of ‘opposition’, the manner in which this ‘oppositive meaning’ between p and q is expressed by ER is not
uniform. The different interpretations of ER are in essence due the imprecision or vagueness of the dichotomy
expressed by this DM. Thus, it is unsatisfactory to classify it merely as an argumentative reinforcement
operator (Martín Zorraquino & Portolés Lázaro 1999: 4140).
In this contribution we also question the 'reliability’ or adequacy of individual grammatical cues for the
pragmatic disambiguation of ER. The syncretism of different values in one expression inevitably reduces the
transparency of its interpretation. To compensate for the ambiguity in the ER use, speakers make use of
information about the text type, as well as of formal and semantic cues, such as the temporal deixis, the type
of predicate and the type of syntactic constituent the DM introduces. In this context, DT offers a new
methodological route that bridges grammar and discourse and produces a more holistic approach of the
functional and semantic disambiguation of DMs.
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Les marqueurs discursifs de la relation d’ajout. Une étude contrastive français-italien
Anna-Maria De Cesare

Abstract
Cette communication se penche sur les marqueurs de la relation d’ajout (d’adjonction ou d’addition), qui peut
être considérée comme une relation discursive basique. L’opération qui consiste à ajouter une information à une
ou plusieurs autres informations déjà données auparavant, et ainsi à enrichir et modifier le bagage de
connaissances du lecteur (si l’on considère uniquement la réception des textes écrits), se réalise en effet par
défaut et n’a généralement pas besoin d’être explicitée par une marque linguistique (cf. (1)). Les langues
européennes disposent toutefois d’un paradigme d’expressions relativement différenciées (étudiées
notamment par Nøjgaard 1992, 1995, Perrin-Naffakh 1996, Pierrard 2012 pour le français; De Cesare 2004,
2008 pour l’italien ; et Gil 1995, De Cesare & Borreguero 2014 dans une perspective romane), qui vont de la
simple conjonction de coordination (2), aux connecteurs d’ajout, comme en (3) (auxquels il faut ajouter au
moins les connecteurs issus d’adverbes temporels, comme 'puis' et 'enfin', sur lesquels on verra, parmi de
nombreux autres, les travaux de Mosegaard Hansen 1995 et de Saussure & Morency 2013 pour le français et
Mingioni 2014 pour l’italien), en passant par les adverbes paradigmatisants additifs, comme 'également' et
'aussi' (4).

(1) Eva est fatiguée. Elle a froid.
(2) Eva est fatiguée. Et elle a froid.
(3) Eva est fatiguée. En plus / De surcroît / En outre / Qui plus est, elle a froid.
(4) Eva est fatiguée. Elle a également / aussi froid.

Dans cette communication, dédiée en particulier à la classe des connecteurs d’ajout (et plus précisément aux
'sériels successifs mixtes' ou 'sériels binaires terminaux' dans la classification fonctionnelle très raffinée de
Nøjgaard 1992 §§ 157-163), on répondra aux questions suivantes : (i) comment est-ce que se définit la
relation logico-argumentative ('de dicto' ou rhétorique) d’ajout et quels sont ses sous-types (cf. par exemple
l’ajout sans planification chez Ricci 2007 ; l’ajout totalisant et réalisant chez Sauerwein Spinola 2013) ? (ii)
quelles sont les inventaires de formes qu’il faut poser pour le français (sur la base de Nøjgaard 1995, § 406) et
pour l’italien ; (iii) quelles sont les différences les plus importantes entre les systèmes développés par le
français et par l’italien ? (iv) à partir de quels critères (syntaxiques, sémantiques, informationnels) peut-on dire
qu’un adverbe paradigmatisant additif (comme les fr. 'également', 'aussi' et l’it. 'anche') fonctionne comme
connecteur d’ajout ?
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On répondra aux questions (i) à (iv) d’une part en s’appuyant sur la bibliographie existante en matière (relative
au français et à l’italien) et d’autre part sur une recherche empirique des connecteurs d’ajout les plus fréquents
dans les textes rédigés en français et en italien (tant comme langues sources que comme langue cibles) du
corpus européen EUROPARL (cf. Koehn 2005).
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Causal Categories in Turkish connectives; First Results From a Corpus Study and a
Judgement Task
Derya Cokal, Deniz Zeyrek and Ted Sanders
Abstract
Connectives are the prototypical linguistic markers of coherence relations in discourse. But connectives
cannot express just any coherence relation. In fact, connectives can be grouped according to the type of
relation expressed, such as additive, temporal, causal or contrastive relations (3; 4). In addition, recent studies
show various languages sometimes have subtle distinctions within the same class of connectives. In Dutch, for
instance, the causal connectives omdat and want have been shown to express the difference between typical
consequence-cause and claimargument relations (5; 6; 7). Such relational differences in causality are explained
in
different (but related) terms, such as ‘objective vs. subjective relation’ (7) or ‘epistemic vs. content
domains’ (8). In example (i) below, because connects units (a) and (b) in a claim-argument relation, which is
inferred by readers (i.e., [b] provides the speaker’s subjective reason for [a]). The paraphrase of (i) would be:
“The reason I thought the neighbors are not home is their lights are turned off.” In example (ii) the same
connector because is used in a consequence-cause relation. Consequently, the paraphrase of (ii) is “The reason
the temperature rose is the shining of the sun.”
While Ex. (i) conveys an epistemic, or subjective relation, Ex. (ii) conveys real-world causality (i.e., an objective
relation).
(i) (a) The neighbours are not at home because (b) their lights are off.
(ii) (a) The temperature rose because (b) the sun was shining.
Using categorization principles, including ‘domains’ and ‘subjectivity’, causal connectives have been studied in
Dutch (6, 7), French (9), German (1), and English (5). This has lead to conclusions regarding similarities (e.g.,
distinctions like these areclearly relevant in Dutch, German and French) and differences (In English because
can express any causal relation.). While these corpus studies’ results are interesting, they have at least one
serious limitation: they are all concerned with a limited set of closely related European languages. Only recently
have typologically different languages like Mandarin been studied seriously. (2) demonstrated different causal
connectives signal different degrees of subjectivity. In this paper, we outline our study that involves another
typologically different language: Turkish. Coming from an Altaic language family, and with a rich list of causality
connectives, borrowed from Persian and Arabic, our study promises to enrich the discussion of types of
causality. Currently there is little knowledge about the distribution of Turkish causal connectives (i.e., çünkü, dığı için, da and zira roughly all mean “because”). To our knowledge, they have not been described in termsrelation categorizations like domains or subjectivity. To fill this gap, we present the results of our first corpus
analysis and acceptability judgment task to categorize various Turkish causal connectives. The main questions
of this paper are: (1) Can
Turkish causality markers used in written discourse be categorized in terms of domains or subjectivity? and (2)
Does Turkish have specialized connectives, which are really specific for objective/epistemic or subjective/
content domains? Our initial logistic regression analysis from an acceptability judgment task shows that while
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“çünkü” and “zira” are mostly preferred when expressing a subjective relation, “-dığı için” and “da” can be used
to express both subjective and objective relations.
The current paper will contribute to the ongoing work on Discourse Relational Devices in three key ways: (a)
Carrying out a functional categoration of Turkish causality connectives; (b) Highlighting difficulties experienced
while annotating discourse relations marked by Turkish causality markers; and (c) Discussing whether in
Turkish there are strong conceptual contrasts between ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ relations or between
‘epistemic’ and ‘content’ domains that have been found in European languages.
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What does “Connective” Mean Cross-Linguistically?
Margot Colinet, Tatjana Scheffler, Manfred Stede and Laurence Danlos
Abstract
Discourse connectives are a class of lexical items that can signal discourse relations. Pre-theoretically, the
notion ‘discourse connective’ is semantic and pragmatic, and in many individual studies its definition is not
debated, since only a subset is considered anyway. However, large-scale annotation efforts of local discourse
structure have led researchers in different languages to explicitly define the class under consideration. In this
paper, we present a detailed analysis of the state-of-the-art definitions of ‘discourse connectives’ in several
linguistic traditions, making underlying assumptions explicit. We show that a purely semantic/pragmatic
definition of the class of connectives is not possible, and morphosyntactic constraints are necessitated in
each language. Due to linguistic idiosyncrasies, these constraints lead to sometimes substantial differences in
the discourse connective lexica. In our paper, we present the specific differences in the definitions and lexical
classes for connectives in German, French, and English.
More specifically, after extracting (non-)correspondences between two major resources of discourse
connectives, the French LexConn (Roze et al., 2012) and the German DiMLex (Stede, 2002), we have been able
to detect a number of mismatches. Here, we present only two for space reasons:
One major difference is that LexConn contains many more adverbial PPs than DiMLex. The number such
adverbial PPs depends on idiosyncrasies: certain PPs form a lexical unit in one language but not in the other (à
seule fin de/mit dem einzigen Zweck), other expressions seem lexicalized cross-linguistically (par exemple/
zum Beispiel/for example). Here, it might be possible to determine cross-linguistically valid criteria to decide
whether a multiword expression is a lexicalized unit or not (modifiability, compositionality, etc.), though the
specific connectives that match these criteria would still differ between languages.
Another major difference relies on the formal definition of which morphosyntactic categories are allowed as
arguments of a discourse relation. LexConn contains only prepositions taking an infinitival clause as
complement, because a discourse connective in LexConn should minimally link two clausal elements like pour
in (1) but unlike pour or en raison de in (2) :
(1) Il a payé une amende pour avoir grillé un feu rouge.
'He paid a fine for having run a red light.'
(2) Il a payé une amende pour/en raison d'un feu rouge grillé.
'He paid a fine for a run red light.'
DiMLex contains both kinds of prepositions, i.e., not only those that can take an infinitival clause as their
complement like ohne in (3) but also those that can take only a noun (nominalization or eventive noun) like
trotz in (4). As a result, DiMLex contains many more prepositions than LexConn.
(3) Er kann nichts fertigstellen, ohne Hilfe zu bekommen.
'He can’t finish anything without getting help.'
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(4) Wir gingen spazieren trotz der Verschlechterung des Wetters.
'We went for a walk despite the worsening of the weather'
These observations, among others, should lead to an overall enhanced understanding of what should go into a
connective lexicon, and in what form it should be represented.
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Position and context of structuring discourse markers: a corpus-based investigation of
scope and cognitive load in French and English
Ludivine Crible
Abstract
Discourse markers (DMs) are usually broadly defined as structuring and organizing devices that help produce
and understand meaning-in-context (e.g. Schiffrin 1987, Fischer 2000). The panel of functions that they can
perform ranges from local cohesion (e.g. a causal relation between (sub)clauses) to “global coherence” (Lenk
1998, e.g. topic shift), hence a great variability in the size and type of units they apply to. The notion of scope
of DMs has received some attention in grammaticalization studies (Traugott 1995) and more recently in
studies on position and segmentation (Pons Bordería & Estelles 2009, Estelles & Pons Bordería 2014).
However, scope remains a complex feature to annotate directly in spoken corpora, given the interplay of
syntactic and semantic-pragmatic interpretation it involves.
I claim that a scale of DM scope can be obtained by merging the information provided by a multi-layered
annotation of formal and functional features of DMs, here applied to a comparable corpus of spoken French and
English. These annotations include (but are not limited to): function(s) of the DM; a three-fold positioning
system (clause, dependency structure, turn-of-speech); co-occurrence patterns; disfluencies in the immediate
co-text of the DM (silent/filled pauses, repetitions etc.). My proposal is that corpus-based annotations –
coupled with metadata on the contextual settings (e.g. degree of preparation, number of speakers) – can be
interpreted in terms of scopes and their relative cognitive load.
I will focus on “sequential” DMs (Gonzalez 2005, [author]), which form a functional subgroup attending to topic
management and dialogue structure, viz. turn opening, turn closing, topic shifting, topic resuming, and listing
(see [author] for operational definitions of these values), to examine the different ways in which they relate to
co-text and context. According to Roberts & Krisner (2000), sequential DMs should theoretically be more
complex to produce, given that they work on both the mental “linearization” (Levelt 1989) of the global order of
segments (e.g. macro-structure of topics) and on the actual “linearity” of the articulated output (e.g. local
transition between topics or turns). I will therefore look for local and contextual evidence for heavy cognitive
load, viz. presence of disfluencies, number and function(s) of co-occurring DMs, formality and complexity of the
situation (e.g. transmission of information, professional setting). My hypothesis is that sequential DMs should
co-occur with more disfluencies (including other DMs) than DMs from other (ideational, interpersonal) domains.
I also expect that those markers which are associated with heavy cognitive load take scope over larger units
(several propositions, a whole turn).
This corpus-based in-depth investigation of DMs in a variety of contexts should uncover patterns and clusters
of features that provide indirect evidence for the scope of these structuring elements of discourse. This will in
turn contribute to better define the notion of speech linearity, and bring us closer to a cognitive-pragmatic
model of discourse structure, following the lines of Van Dijk (e.g. 1989), Degand & Simon (2009) or the
Val.Es.Co group (e.g. Pons Bordería 2006).
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Processing of expected/unexpected focus in pragmatic scales in Spanish: experimental
notes about the Spanish focus particle incluso
Adriana Cruz Rubio
Abstract
Our subject of study is the Spanish focus particle incluso (“even”), which imposes a certain process of
information retrieval in utterances. Focus particles, as elements with a mainly procedural meaning in discourse,
act upon information structure to focalize the hearer’s attention on certain constituents and guide him towards
the expected inferences (Blakemore 1992; Portolés 2001; Murillo 2010; Escandell/Leonetti 2011).
The present research aims to complement theoretical works on focus particle and information structure with
an experimental approach: a series of experiments, designed with the eye tracking methodology (Rayner 1998)
which allows to keep track cognitive processes involved in reading activity (“eye-mind hypothesis”) (Richardson
et al. 2007). Complemented with a comprehension test (Just et al. 1982), it leads to relevant data about the
effective information processing that are obtained.
Experimental results presented in this communication, obtained from quantitative and qualitative analysis,
concerned the variable of interest: expected/unexpected focus. Different pairs of utterances, which are evoke
by the instruction of the focus particle (Portolés 2007), were inserted in two types of context according to the
pragmatic features of their constituents.
For example:
(1) Letizia y Paola conocen Sevilla, Granada e incluso Málaga
(2) Letizia y Paola conocen Málaga, Granada e incluso Sevilla
The focus particle incluso codifies a scalar culminative instruction and evoke a mental representation
introducing an element Málaga (in 1) and Seville (in 2) as more informative than the other elements of the
utterance. Since these utterances have less world knowledge to process, because the world knowledge do not
present one city more important than another, they should show the same processing effort.
On the contrary, in utterances like (3) and (4) the common cognitive environment is predominant over the
procedural meaning of the focus particle (Pons 2008):
(3) Ana y Marta hablan inglés, francés e incluso chino
(4) Ana y Marta hablan chino, francés e incluso inglés
The world knowledge allows to create a mental representation, where Chinese (in (3), the most informative
element, could be expected as more difficult than the other mentioned languages (English, French). Higher
processing efforts will be implied in utterance (4) where the utterance is pragmatically strange: it is less
expected that speaking Chinese will be easier than speaking French or English; the focus particle incluso
focalizes on the strongest element of a word-chain. Therefore, the utterance (3) is contradictory, not so (4), in
which elements are classified attending their difficult learning degree.
Our main research questions can be formulated as:
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• Does all utterances like in 1 vs 2 (or in 3 vs 4) have the same processing effort?
• How does the presence of focus particles influence the pattern of information distribution in utterances, if
the focus is expected or unexpected?
• Do focus particles enhance readers’ effective comprehension of utterances?
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Annotation of multi-word discourse markers in spoken Slovene
Kaja Dobrovoljc
Abstract
With increasing empirical evidence that a considerable amount of spoken human communication is made of
prefabricated lexical chunks, stored and retrieved as a whole (Pawley and Syder 1983, Sinclair 1991, Wray
2002; Brazil 1995, Biber et al. 1999, Erman and Warren 2000, Leech 2000), there is a growing need to move
the multi-word discourse relational devices, usually referred to as second-level discourse markers (Siepmann
2005), secondary connectives (Rysová and Rysová 2014) or alternative lexicalizations (Prasad et al. 2010),
from the periphery to the center of discourse structuring research. To explore the functional and formal features
of multi-word discourse markers in speech, relevant both to their corpus identification and annotation, the
proposed paper presents the creation, annotation and initial analysis of multi-word discourse markers in the
first manually annotated treebank of spoken Slovene, currently a work in progress.
The corpus has been created by discourse-aware sampling of the reference corpus of spoken Slovene (Verdonik
et al. 2013), a balanced and representative collection of transcripts of approximately 120 hours (1 million
words) of spontaneous speech in different public and private, formal and informal, everyday situations. The
sampled subcorpus currently amounts to 30,000 tokens with a similar text type and speaker demographics
distribution, in order to assure its wide usability in linguistic and NLP research alike. In addition to the existing
manual segmentation of utterances and turns, tokenization, orthographic and standardized transcription, four
new layers of manually verified linguistic annotation have been added: lemmas, morphosyntactic tags,
dependency relations and discourse marker annotations.
Within the current scope of our research, only multi-word discourse markers are considered. A multi-word
discourse marker is defined as any syntactically optional lexically fixed contiguous string of two or more words
with prevailing procedural meaning (Blakemore 2002), including both relational and non-relational discourse
structuring devices. The initial functional taxonomy used within the annotation scheme is based on previous
research of discourse markers in Slovenian speech (Verdonik 2007, Verdonik 2008) and currently includes five
top-level categories: ideational (e.g. zaradi tega ker ‘due to’, to pomeni da ‘this means that’), interactional (e.g.
veš kaj ‘you know what’, ja ja ja ‘yes yes yes’, to je res ‘that’s right’), meta-commenting (e.g. pa ne vem ‘I don’t
know’, kaj je že ‘what’s it called’), interpretative (e.g. in tako naprej ‘and so on’), and, given the fuzzy boundaries
between discourse and modal marking (Degand et al. 2013), also modal (e.g. na neki način ‘in a way’, v bistvu
‘in fact’). Given the recently proposed ISO set of core discourse relations (Prasad and Bunt 2015) and other
language- or mode-independent functional taxonomies (Zufferey and Degand 2014, Crible and Zufferey 2015),
the annotation scheme might be revised and further sub-level categories added.
After describing the creation of the corpus, the annotation process and some of the key issues related to multiword discourse marker identification and delimitation, the third part of the paper presents the first analysis of
the annotated data, namely: the number of multi-word discourse marker types and tokens, the scope of their
functional polysemy, their formal characteristics (utterance position, syntactic structure, syntactic function)
and their distribution across the different text types.
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Cohesive markers of contrast in English and French: what, where and why?
Maïté Dupont
Languages differ in the types of devices that they use to signal discourse relations, as well as in the extent to
which they need to signal these relations explicitly by means of cohesive markers. As regards the EnglishFrench language pair, the dominant position is that French tends to be more explicitly cohesive than English
(see e.g. Vinay & Darbelnet 1958, Hervey & Higgins 2002). In the absence of solid empirical evidence, however,
this claim remains largely hypothetical. The first aim of my research project is to test this assertion on an
empirical basis, focusing on the meaning relation of contrast. For that purpose I use the powerful methods of
corpus linguistics combined with the theoretical framework of Systemic Functional Grammar. On the basis of a
comprehensive list of French and English markers of contrast analysed in large comparable and translation
corpora, I aim to determine which language uses the larger number of markers of contrast overall and identify
the preferences of each language for specific subtypes of markers from among the range of syntactic devices
available to them (i.e. adverbial connectives, conjunctions of coordination, conjunctions of subordination, and
so-called ‘Alternative Lexicalizations’, see Prasad et al. 2010). Another major objective of the study is to
compare the placement patterns of adverbial connectives expressing contrast (e.g. cependant, however) in
English and French, not only in terms of the possible positions, but also of the preferred positions in each
language. A preliminary corpus-based study (Dupont 2015) has demonstrated that, in addition to systemic
differences between English and French, the positional patterns of adverbial connectives were also influenced
by discourse and lexical factors. The corpus analysis sets out to assess the relative weight of each of these
three factors – systemic differences, discourse and lexis - on the placement patterns of adverbial markers of
contrast. Finally, the study adopts a variationist approach throughout with a view to assessing the impact of
register on the use of cohesive markers in each language. Two distinct registers are compared: quality
newspaper editorials and academic articles in the Humanities.
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El marcador discursivo coloquial bueno: funciones pragmáticas en conversación coloquial y
descripción en manuales de E/LE de nivel B2.
Laura Eliodoro-Furió
Abstract
La presente comunicación parte del contraste entre los datos proporcionados por corpus lingüísticos de
hablantes nativos de español con los contenidos gramaticales en los manuales para aprendices extranjeros de
español como lengua extranjera (E/LE). En concreto, nos centramos en el uso por parte de dichos hablantes del
conector bueno y del tratamiento y la información lingüística, gramatical o pragmática que de él se refleja en
manuales de E/LE en el nivel B2 (Consejo de Europa 2001, Instituto Cervantes 2006). A partir del uso de dicho
conector en algunas conversaciones del Corpus Valencia Español Coloquial (Val.Es.Co) (Cabedo y Pons 2013) y
de las informaciones que nos proporcionan algunos trabajos relacionados con el tema (e.g. Pons Bordería 2003,
2006, Cuenca 2007, 2008, Briz et alii (2008)), analizamos la descripción de los valores que aparecen en los
manuales de E/LE. Nuestra hipótesis es que existe una cierta distancia entre los datos de corpus coloquiales
reales y la información proporcionada al alumnado y que, por tanto, se desaprovecha el potencial que los corpus
lingüísticos pueden desarrollar en ese sentido. Por todo ello, consideramos que se hace necesaria una reflexión
sobre el tratamiento de los conectores en los manuales de E/LE y sobre qué tipo de información procedente de
muestras reales de habla podría ser incluida o formalizada en una caracterización de los conectores con
finalidades aplicadas en el marco de la enseñanza de la pragmática en la clase de E/LE (Pons 2005).
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Applying visualisation tools to analyse turn-taking systems in informal conversations and
political interviews
Guadalupe Espinosa-Guerri and Amparo Garcia-Ramon
Abstract
The present study explores one of the main problems posed by Conversation Analysis, namely, the “sequenceorganizational problem” (Schegloff, 2006:73): “How are successive turns of actions formed up to be coherent
with the prior one (or some prior one) and constitute a course of action?”. The turn-taking structure is here
taken to be a Discourse Relational Device (DRD) in its own right: it is the overall structure of turns-at-talk,
emerging from specific relations between utterances, that participants orient to in the course of particular
interactions. The main goal is to explore whether the application of a visualisation system (VS) that allows to
represent specific connections between speakers’ utterances can show graphically how participants manage
to co-construct textual coherence in spontaneous conversation using turn-taking systems.
A VS is a tool used to obtain a non-verbal graphic representation of the main characteristics of any given
conversation. The VS employed here is called sawteeth (Briz, 2013) and it was designed in order to connect
each utterance of a conversation with preceding and subsequent talk according to interactional criteria, i.e.,
linking each utterance with the piece(s) of talk that directly triggered that utterance and with the specific
utterance(s) triggered by that piece of talk. This procedure enables the analyst to detect recurring speech
patterns (or conversational figures) and other phenomena which might have remained undetected if we
consider topic development only (e.g., the existence of utterances which are formally isolated, albeit
thematically related).
The corpus consists of three (relatively) informal political interviews and three informal conversations. All of
them are two-party interactions of approximately 30 minutes each, which belong to the Val.Es.Co. Corpus or
were accessed through TV websites and transcribed by the researchers. Once the sawteeth system was
applied to each of the four transcriptions by the two members of the research project individually, visualisation
problems were discussed and solved in order to improve the VS. Then, the conversational phenomena signalled
by the recurring figures were grouped and organised as a (provisional) typology of conversational structures.
Further analysis is expected to show that it is possible to use those figures to find qualitative and quantitative
differences between political interviews and ordinary conversation regarding turn-taking systems. Through the
analysis of a larger corpus, we would be able to provide a graphic characterisation of a variety of dialogic genres
which would help define those genres more precisely.
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The presence and absence of DRDs in Bible translations: the implicit and explicit marking of
addition, contrast, and cause
Péter Furkó
Abstract
The aim of the present paper is to take a discourse-pragmatic approach to the use of kai, de, gar, and alla in
the Textus Receptus as well as their translation equivalents (or the motivation behind asyndeton, i.e. the lack
of a translation equivalent) in the Vulgata and the most frequently used English, French and Hungarian Bible
translations.
Karlson argues that in Hebrew and Greek texts these DRDs served as ”quasi-punctuation marks” as well as
”dependency indicators” between clauses or sentences, ”binding them into a whole” (Karlson p1). While
omitting such DRDs in the original text might result in ”tearing the context apart” (ibid.), this is not necessarily
true in the target language, e.g. in English, where sentence-initial for, and, but, etc. are, according to many,
simply translation effects that inhibit discourse comprehension.
The study is based on the first 150 verses of John and the complete Galatians (also comprising a little under
150 verses) from the TR as the Language A corpus and the relevant verses in the KJV, HKB, Vulg., ASV, CEV,
GNB, etc. as the Language B, C, D ... corpora, which enables us to compare the use of DRDs and asyndeton in
two different discourse genres—argumentative and narrative discourse—as well as in a variety of (local)
contexts.
For the extraction of the texts, e-Sword Version 9.9.1 has been used, a tool that provides instant verse-byverse alignment of Bible extracts across the major languages that the Bible has been translated into, thus
giving a plethora of examples for the study of discourse relations across languages and contexts. After
extracting the relevant KWICs, ELAN has been used for the annotation of the formal and functional properties of
individual DRDs as well as for two corpus queries (find overlapping labels, N-gram with annotations). The
results of the study show a correlation between the (primary/discourse and secondary/interpersonal) functions
of the various tokens of the four DRDs and the frequency with which a translation equivalent occurs in the
target language corpora. The interpretation of the quantitative results will be complemented by the qualitative
analysis of individual DRDs and the contextual motivation behind the use of asyndeton or a target language
DRD.
The paper’s primary purpose is to contribute to the theme ”Translation studies on DRDs”, while a secondary
focus will also be on the ”Relevant features in DRDs’ description and classification”.
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When "same" means something different: the sign SAME as a discourse relational device in
two sign languages
Sílvia Gabarró-López
Abstract
This paper aims to contribute to the study of discourse relational devices (DRDs) in sign languages (SLs) from
a cross-linguistic perspective, namely comparing the functions and the position of the sign glossed as SAME
(SS) in French Belgian SL (LSFB) and Catalan SL (LSC). In both SLs, the SS is articulated with the indexes of
both hands extended and getting in contact with an inward movement and has the same meaning, i.e.
resemblance or similarity. In signed discourse, however, it is very productive but lacks from systematic in-depth
research to account for its other uses.
In a first stage of this investigation in LSFB, the SS was involved in bracketing repetitions and introduced
additional or more explicit information, the relation between topic and predicate, an approximation, a condition,
a consequence, a reformulation and a parenthetical comment. As for LSC, research in progress points out some
shared functions with LSFB such as reformulation, explicitness and approximation. Nevertheless, these results
pose two problems: (i) they are not 100% comparable because different annotation criteria were used in each
SL, and (ii) they are limited to 2 signers for each SL in an argumentative task.
This research will solve the previously mentioned shortcomings by using a common annotation protocol [1]
designed to provide operational guidelines for the description of DRDs in oral corpora, which is the modality of
our data. Our corpus will be made up of 12 signers, 6 from the LSFB referential corpus [2] and 6 from the LSC
pilot corpus [3], balanced in terms of age (2 signers from each SL belonging to one of the following age groups:
18 – 29, 30 – 49 and 50 – 80) and genre (3 men and 3 women per SL). The tasks chosen are a narration of a
past memory and an argumentation on “deaf issues”. The videos will be annotated using ELAN and discourses
will be segmented using the principles of [4] adapted to the specificities of SLs.
For each SL, the goals are (i) to study the distribution of the SS across the two genres, (ii) to analyze the
functions of the SS when it behaves as a DRD, (iii) to investigate the position of the SS within signed
discourse, and finally (iv) to compare the results for both SLs. Expected intra-language results include a higher
frequency in the use of the SS in argumentation rather than in narration because reformulation structures are
more likely to occur in the first, so this DRD would be genre-dependent. As for the inter-language differences,
the SS seems to be more productive in LSFB. For instance, it is used to add information, while LSC counts on a
different sign for this function. Therefore, more functions may be found in LSFB than in LSC and because of this,
a higher number of tokens in LSFB. A middle position is predictable for most functions in both SLs except for
the condition and adding information that are more likely to be in initial position, at least in LSFB.
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The Tena Kichwa =mi as a marker of speaker authority
Karolina Grzech
Abstract
Tena Kichwa (TK) (QI, Quechuan, Ecuador) is an agglutinative, exclusively suffixing language, spoken in the
Ecuadorian Amazon. TK has two main grammatical categories: verbs and nominals, each associated with a
distinct set of derivational and inflectional markers. TK also has a set of twelve word-final ‘free enclitics’,
which attach to hosts from both grammatical categories.
To date, free enclitics in TK and other Quechuan varieties have mainly been discussed in relation to their
evidential semantics. Most Quechuan varieties exhibit an evidential distinction between direct, indirect and
reported source of information (cf. Willett 1988; Aikhenvald 2004), marked by a subset of free enclitics.
Previous studies (e.g. Parker 1969; Weber 1989) acknowledge that the enclitics, including evidentials, are not
syntactically obligatory, but do not discuss their (non-)occurrence in different discourse contexts. Although
Quechuan evidential enclitics also function as focus markers (e.g. Muysken 1995), the TK data demonstrate
that their focus-marking function alone is insufficient to account for the enclitics’ distribution, which seems to
rather be motivated by subjective choices of discourse participants.
The syntactic non-obligatoriness of the enclitics, and the fact that native speakers see the ability to use them
appropriately as an important part of native speaker’s pragmatic competence, lead me to analyse the enclitics
as discourse markers. I follow Schiffrin (1988) in defining discourse markers as devices which increase
discourse coherence, e.g. by conveying ‘rhetorical effects, emphasis, [or] the attitude of the speaker’ (Spencer
& Luis 2012: 35).
In this presentation, I describe the discourse functions of =mi, the most widely-studied of Quechuan enclitics.
In other varieties, =mi has been analysed as validational (Adelaar 1977), marking direct evidence/certainty
(Weber 1986; Floyd 1997), or the best possible ground for making a speech act (Faller 2002). The TK data
show those analyses are not well-suited for the TK =mi. Therefore, the presentation answers two research
questions:
a. What (if any) is the semantic contribution of =mi to an utterance?
b. How does =mi contribute to structuring the TK discourse?
In response to the first question, I show that rather than encoding direct source of evidence, the TK =mi
indicates the origo’s claim to epistemic primacy. Secondly, I demonstrate that =mi organises discourse on the
level of ‘participant framework’ and ‘information state’ (Schiffrin 1988: ch.10): by using =mi, the speakers
choose to present themselves as authorities on the subject under discussion. This limits the interlocutors’
possibilities of presenting themselves as such, consequently shaping the further development of the
interaction. I also show how the above analysis is compatible with the focus-marking function of =mi.
The analysis presented here is based on the usage-based approach to linguistic data, and draws on elements of
sequential discourse analysis. The data come from a corpus comprising a variety of TK oral genres, which
includes 2h of elicited discourse (guided conversation, reactions to stimuli) and 12h of naturalistic discourse
(interviews, narratives, political discourse etc.). The data was collected during my 10-month-long fieldwork in
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Ecuador in 2013 and 2014. The analysis presented here forms part of my doctoral research into TK discourse
markers.
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Segmenting discourse units: Incorporating interpretation into decision rules?
Jet Hoek, Jacqueline Evers-Vermeul and Ted Sanders
Abstract
Discourse relations connect two or more segments. Segmentation is an important step in the process of
annotating discourse relations, but often not one extensively discussed in annotation methods or manuals.
Ideally, implementing segmentation rules results in text segments that correspond to the units of thought
related to each other. However, in many often-used annotation systems this does not always seem to be the
case. Most formalized segmentation rules (e.g. Carlson & Marcu, 2001; Mann & Thompson, 1988; Reese,
Hunter, Asher, Denis, & Baldridge, 2007; Sanders & van Wijk, 1996) would, for instance, not allow segmenting
the conditional relation in (1), either because too many elements in S1 have been elided or because the
segment following if would break up a larger unit. Still, the segmentation indicated in (1) seems very plausible
and exactly captures the two segments related by the connective if.
(1) (context: The virus harms cold-blooded animals.) It does not replicate at temperatures above 25°
centigrade and [would,]S2a if [present in fish for human consumption,]S1 [be inactivated when ingested.]S2b
(ep 00-03-01)
In this presentation we present fragments encountered during an annotation effort of (explicit) local discourse
relations from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) that are problematic to segment under most segmentation
guidelines. We focus on three specific problems: ellipsis, complement structures, and perspective markers. We
propose segmentation options that result in segments that do justice to the interpretation of the discourse
relation and use translations (from the Europarl Direct corpus, Cartoni, Zufferey, & Meyer; 2013) as additional
support for our analysis. Finally, we explore ways to formulate rules that produce text segments that do justice
to interpretation.
We conclude that segmentation is in part dependent on the propositional content of text fragments, and that
completely separating segmentation and annotation (i.e. treating it as a two-step process) does not always
yield text segments that correspond to the text units between which a conceptual relationship (potentially
signaled by a connective) holds (see also Verhagen, 2001). Although relying partly on the content of a text
fragment results in better text segmentation, this does in turn raise problems for (semi-) automatically
segmenting texts. Identifying specific problems, such as the ones addressed here, and being more explicit in
segmentation strategies used in the annotation of discourse relations are important steps toward solving
these problems.
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Discourse relations and strategic use of extra-clausal constituents in co-constructed
argumentative discourse
Carolin Hofmockel, Anita Fetzer and Robert Maier
Abstract
Discourse comes in with the presumption of being coherent, and discourse coherence is brought about in
discourse by various means, for instance discourse connectives signalling the nature of connectedness
between discourse units, coherence strands, such as topic continuity, referential continuity, temporal and
aspectual continuity, lexical coherence, and discourse relations. We conceive discourse relations (DRs) as
cognitive constructs with defining and particularized features (cf. Asher & Lascarides 2003, Dik 1997, Givón
1993), which are cued with extra-clausal (explicit), intraclausal (implicit), and mixed linguistic material. Since
DRs are embedded in discourse, their linguistic realization exploits local and not-so-local context. Apart from
that, the linguistic realization of DRs is constrained by discourse genre and the corresponding genre-specific
constraints and requirements (Fetzer and Speyer, forthcoming). Against this background, DRs may be fully
specified by indexical reference to all of their defining condition(s) and all of their particularized features, and
they may be under- and overspecified.
This paper reports on overspecification in the linguistic realization of DRs in dyadically co-constructed written
discourse produced in an experimental setting, in which participants were asked to “flesh out” a skeleton text.
In particular, the focus lies on those DRs that are cued by linguistic material in the left periphery, connecting
syntactic positioning with discourse processing, as is reflected in the DR Contrast in excerpt (1):
(1) [In the past], London was a dowdy place of tea-houses and stale rock cakes,
[but now] it's much more exciting.
Although Contrast is already specified through intra-clausal material, viz. temporal ('was' – 'is') and lexical
('dowdy' – 'exciting') contrast, it is additionally cued by extra-clausal 'in the past' and 'but now', resulting in an
overspecification of the DR.
In our data, Contrast and Corrective Elaboration are overspecified consistently, other DRs are fully specified,
and still others are underspecified and sometimes supplemented with a discourse connective. Extra-clausal
cueing of DRs, we argue, may be understood as a strategic device to ensure activation of relevant defining
conditions and particularized features of frequently overlapping DRs such as Comment and Result and
Explanation, Elaboration and Background. With respect to Corrective Elaboration and Contrast, which are also
consistently indexed through all their defining conditions and particularized features throughout,
overspecification seems the default for contrastive or corrective relations.
Unlike underspecification of DRs, which may reflect cognitive economy in that speakers only add as much
information as appears ‘such as is required’ for the linguistic realization of DRs, overspecification may increase
the salience of a particular DR and signify its relevance to the hearer.
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Different Systems Of Organization Of Spanish Discourse Markers And A New Proposal For
Spanish As An L/2
Anais Holgado Lage
Abstract

Discourse markers, “sequentially dependent elements which bracket units of talks”
(Schiffrin 1987) ranging from mere sounds to complex units, are widely accepted as essential linguistic
expressions that every student of a second language should know in order to clearly organize their speech and
express their ideas. However, in the case of Spanish, despite being a language studied by a large number of
students worldwide, discourse markers and their application to the classroom has not been studied in depth
until very recently (e.g. Martí Sánchez and Fernández Gómiz 2013). This study examines if the current systems
of classification of these elements are useful and appropriate when teaching discourse markers in a setting of
Spanish as an L/2.
In this research I analyze some of the systems of organization of discourse markers in
Spanish – including the best-known functional classification in Spanish by Martín Zorraquino and Portolés
(1999), the very similar one adopted by the Instituto Cervantes in the Plan Curricular (2006-07) and some
others like Briz (1998), Fraser (1999) or Pons Bordería (2006)–, by comparing them to other systems of
organization commonly used in Spanish as a Second Language, in order to determine if applying them to this
field could have a positive impact. The results show that these systems, most of them designed to be used by
other specialists, would not constitute a useful starting point to teach discourse markers in Spanish due to
their intricacy and the fact that there are a high number of elements that do not have a defined place within the
organization.
For this reason, I finally propose a new and simpler functional classification of discourse markers, very similar
to the one shown in Martí Sánchez (2008), which could be more approachable when teaching these elements.
This organization consists of three big groups (linking words, conversational markers and discourse
organizers), but ultimately divides all the expressions in 59 groups by their primary function. This study
contributes to the understudied field of discourse markers in Spanish as a Second Language and underlines the
necessity ofcreating new materials that are fully appropriate for both students and teachers of this language.
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Morphological and syntactic characteristics of discourse connectives in Czech
Pavlina Jinova
Abstract
On the basis of annotation of discourse relations anchored by surface present connectives in the Prague
Dependency Treebank (PDT, corpus of Czech mostly journalistic texts, approx. 50,000 sentences, 19,000
discourse relations in the latest version, PDT 3.0 (Bejček et al., 2013), connective-based F1-measure 0,83
(Jínová, Mírovský and Poláková, 2012)), this contribution presents a basic overview of characteristics of Czech
connectives. In our approach, inspired by the PDTB lexical approach (Prasad et. al., 2008) and by Prague
linguistic tradition, discourse connectives are subset of discourse markers whose function is to join text spans
either within a single sentence or between separate sentences and signal the semantic relation between
them.
When all means with discourse connecting function identified in the PDT are taken into consideration, these
three groups can be delimited: the most common group is represented by word units, then there are numbers
and letters (typically in list structures) and finally, some punctuation marks seem to have text structuring
function as well. In this contribution, we concentrate on the word units only and among them only on those with
morphologically stable form, so excluding the secondary connectives (e.g. the conditions was, for this reason,
cf. Rysová and Rysová, 2014).
Discourse connectives with stable form exhibit following basic features. Typically, they are non-declinable
expressions apart from connectives což (what, that), aby (in order to) and kdyby (if) (the first of them is
declined, the last two connectives are conjugated).
The annotation revealed that apart from connectives consisting of one of two word units, complex connectives
as na jedné straně na druhé straně však (on the one hand on the other hand however) can be found as well.
If an origin of connectives is concerned, only one modern connective is opaque, the connective a (and). The rest
of connectives is analyzable either from the synchronic or from the diachronic perspective.
Another classification criterion is a position of a connective in a sentence (e.g. the connective však (but) in
contrast meaning is obligatory a clitic).
Finally, the most complex classification is represented by PoS appurtenance, which lacks complete treatise in
Czech tradition. Having analyzed studies devoted to particular connectives in Czech (e.g. Bauer, 1972, Pešek,
2011, Bedřichová, 2008), these criteria seem to be useful: conjunctions are expressions with primary
connecting function and with obligatory initial position in a sentence, they do not influence a position of clitics
and cannot be rhematized, further, they do not combine with the typical conjunction a (and). On the other hand,
adverbs and particles have other functions than connecting one as well (adverbs are sentence constituents,
particles typically signal attitudes). Adverbs can be combined with typical conjunction a (and), can be
rhematized and often signal some coreference relation with surrounding context. Finally, particles with
connecting function often have a presupposition as a part of their meaning. However, for all these categories,
there are of course some questionable cases. They will be presented in the full version of this contribution as
well as more elaborated description of all criteria.
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Cognitive complexity in causal relations in adult L2-writing
Janne Laitinen
Abstract
The research in progress investigates cognitive complexity in adult L2 writing in Finnish, more precisely, how
adult second language users acquire and signal causal, contrastive, conditional and concessive relations
(CCCC) in discourse. Previous studies (e.g. Evers-Vermeul & Sanders 2009, 2011) have shown that cognitive
competence and linguistic competence develop hand in hand in (child) L1 acquisition. By contrast, an adult L2
user has already acquired the cognitive competence to differentiate CCCC-relations in his/her first language.
Yet there seems to be a hierarchy in the order how conjunctions signaling CCCC-relations occur in adult L2
writing. The most evident example of this phenomena is the absence or at least very marginal occurrence of
concessive conjunctions before upper intermediate level (B2) texts. In spite of the missing explicit linguistic
marker, for instance, the concessive conjunction, adult language users have the need to express these
relations. The aim of the study is to explore different explicit and implicit means by which adult L2 writers
signal the above mentioned relations in discourse. The variation of semantic and pragmatic meanings/functions
of the most frequent CCCC conjunctions will be examined.
In my presentation I will focus on causal relations and explore the overall occurrence of both explicit and
implicit causal relations. Furthermore, I will characterize the different categories of causal relations that the
most frequently used causal conjunctions convey. The continuum presented in the Common European
Linguistics Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) proposes that semantic and pragmatic relations are
cognitively more complex on higher level of language proficiency. I will examine content, epistemic and speechact causality in texts produced by L2 writers, and analyze, whether their occurrence is related to the levels of
language acquisition in beginner (A1), elementary (A2) and intermediate (B1) levels, which for example define
argumentation developing later than reason.
The data has been collected from Finnish adult migrant placement testing and includes three different text
types (descriptive, narrative and argumentative) from 2397 different Finnish L2-writers. The writers are from
different nationalities, educational backgrounds and ages at language levels from A1 to B1.
The presentation will contribute to the theme of the conference by conjoining formal and functional approaches
to the L2-acquisition of DRDs.
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The functional equivalents of French Pourtant in English and Portuguese
Pierre Lejeune
Abstract
Even though Is seems to be possible to identify discourse relations that are universal (Asher et al. 2001;
Prasad et al. 2014) , «discourse connectives are often said to be language specific, and therefore not easily
paired with a translation equivalent in a target language.» (Zufferey & Cartoni 2012). Classifing DRDs of
different languages into categories – fine-grained as they may be - according to the type(s) of relation(s) of
which they are markers doesn’t provide translators with a toolbox from which they can choose in a target
language a functional equivalent of a given source language ’s marker. We believe that each marker interacts
with its context in a specific way, so that one does not get functional equivalents within a language and
between languages that are valid in all contexts.
In French pourtant is often considered – and taught to translators - as equivalent to néanmoins, cependant and
toutefois as a marker of contrast/concession. In order to uncover the nuances between them, the analysis of
parallel corpora may prove useful
We use the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005), a multilingual collection of the minutes of debates from the
European Parliament. Working with multilingual corpora of international institutions has the advantage of
maintaining between source and target texts the same cultural context and communicative function (Scarpa
2010). On the other hand, «texts that originate in the institutions of the European Union can be problematic for
researching the activity of translation [...], since it can be difficult to assign the status of ‘source text’ to one
of the language versions» (Olohan 2004; 25). In the case of the Europarl, corpus, some marking yet
unsystematic of the source language exists, and can be exploited (Cartoni et al. 2013).
We will compare Lebaud 1997’s characterization of pourtant (In P pourtant Q, Q, presented as indisputable, is
associated with P’, the complementary of P, which brings qualitative instability to P, with associated contextual
effects of concession, surprise/anormality, questioning or refutation) with Bell 2010’s characterization of yet
(as a «concessive cancellation discourse marker» which, contrary to still, corresponds, in P yet Q, to the
speaker’s point of view located in P).
We will also discuss examples of sentences containing pourtant (in NP embedded positions) where the
semantic equivalence between the French, English and Portuguese versions is problematic.
We will argue that even recurrent functional equivalences between DRDs of different languages (e.g in the case
of EU documents; the propagation of errors through translation memories ; Cartoni et al 2013) have to be
subject to critical scrutiny regarding their acceptability (Lansary & Leroux 2010).
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Negative Emotion Pragmatic Markers – Corpora and Cross-Linguistic Contrasts
Barbara Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk and Paul A. Wilson
Abstract
The main goal of this work is to present a corpus-based quantitative and qualitative analysis of the properties
of negative emotion pragmatic markers and develop a functional cross-linguistic scale of such markers in
English and Polish. The last few decades have witnessed a particularly strong interest in the cognitive and
linguistic properties of emotions (Kövecses 1990). Corpus linguistics makes it possible to trace regularities
and idiosyncrasies in emotion expression and to analyse these from a contrastive, cross-linguistic perspective.
Negation and negativity are a cognitively more salient and less controllable device in discourse than
corresponding positive forms (Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 1996). Therefore the tracing of the elements of
negativity in discourse markers can contribute to emotion and negativity research as well as uncover new
vistas in the analysis of discourse markers that also include a contrastive element. Pragmatic markers in
general contribute to the creation of Event Structures of a varying degree of complexity
The research methodology employed combines discourse and lexical analyses in terms of the Cognitive Corpus
Linguistics approach, which involves available corpus tools in the BNC and the National Corpus of Polish
(nkjp.pl) to carry out a linguistic and discourse analysis. Parallel corpora are also used as an important source
of cross-linguistic data. The qualitative parameters of the analysis explore types of lexical patterns, lexical
choices, and discourse behaviour preferences.
Negativity is a complex notion. The prototypical negation, conceptualized in terms of categorial exclusion, puts
the unit outside the relevant category named in the utterance, while different forms of negativity imply a
potential exclusion of the referent and/or their properties or conditioning from the current discourse domain
(Seuren 1985). On the other hand, negativity makes it possible to introduce into the current discourse a
number of alternative realities (mental spaces - Facuconnier 1985), expressed in terms of multiple worldcreating devices such as some functions of the linking marker oh no, activated in use with varying emotionality
charge.
As the meaning associated with negative discourse-linking devices is likely to be largely dependent on context,
one would also expect the emotions that they convey to also be determined by the situation. We aim to
compare the emotions associated with the main meanings of the negative linking device oh no/no nie in English
and Polish, first elaborated on by Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk (2004). As to our knowledge this area has not
thus far been the major focus of scholarly investigation, our work should be seen as an initial attempt at the
mapping of emotionality in such forms.
The markers no nie in Polish and oh no in English are multifunctional mental space-builders. They express inter
alia:
(1) emphatic direct truth-conditional negation (highest frequency from among 2245 examples):
Oh no, she definitely wants to go
(2) dialogue with oneself (with audience present or absent):
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And a dog oh no watch Graham
The Polish and English functions overlap to a certain extent but the analysis of the parallel corpora displays a
considerably more complex set of relationships, both interactional and self-dialogic:
No nie, może nie - Why, no – perhaps not
No nie, o co mu chodzi? – Oh, I say, what’s up?
Ale draka, no nie? – Funny, ain’t it
The study presents the complexity of the relationships. To conclude, a classificatory system of negativity and
emotionality ranking across the two languages is proposed, upon which an annotation system can be designed.
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Las hipótesis sobre la gramaticalización de por cierto como MD epistémico en español:
oralidad, escrituralidad y perspectiva cognitivo-funcional
Araceli López-Serena
Abstract
El surgimiento de la partícula por cierto (PC) con valor epistémico (‘ciertamente’) en español ha sido explicado
de forma totalmente opuesta por María Estellés (2006, 2009a, 2009b, 2011) y Silvia Iglesias (2015). Para la
primera, quien entiende la gramaticalización de esta partícula como un reto frente a la cadena de
gramaticalización prototípica de MD propuesta por Traugott (1995), el uso de PC como modificador oracional se
habría gestado de manera abrupta en entornos de escrituralidad estrechamente asociados con necesidades de
traducción; para la segunda, quien asocia los valores modales de PC con contextos de oralidad, el surgimiento
de esta estructura se adecua al itinerario de gramaticalización canónico de MD (adverbial phrase > sentence
adverbial > discourse marker). En relación con ambas propuestas, el objetivo de mi comunicación será llevar a
cabo una confrontación metateórica de ambas posturas, con el fin de poner de relieve la oposición, en la
reconstrucción del deslizamiento semántico subyacente al proceso de gramaticalización de PC, entre
explicaciones cognitivistas y patrones explicativos prototípicamente universalistas por una parte, y
explicaciones de corte historicista y cultural.
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What does context mean when referring discourse markers?
Ana Llopis Cardona
Abstract
From the first studies on discourse markers, the influence of context on the determination of functions was
underlined, but the concept of context often is explained in a general and imprecise way. Therefore we consider
in this paper what does context mean when referring discourse markers, especifically we will focus on the
verbal context which contributes to specify the function of discourse markers. We will aim at providing an
answer basing on empirical and descriptive works derived from corpus data study.
Analysing examples of different discourse markers, we notice that verbal context could be the discourse
operation (a paraphrase, an explanation, a justification, etc.), the type of discourse (narrative, reportative, etc.),
the type of discourse unit (intervention, act or subact) or the speech act (assertives, expressives,
directives…).
The discourse operation is relevant to delimit the functions of some discourse markers. For example, the core
meaning of en efecto is confirmation, which gives rise to two pragmatic meanings or functions: first, en efecto
confirms a content (explicit or implicit) and introduces a reformulation of a previous unit (if the content was
explicit), and second, en efecto confirms an assertion previously uttered and introduces an evidence to prove
it.
Also it is important the type of discourse. The core meaning of por su parte consists of continuing the present
topic and adding information. When the context where it appears is reported speech (not a narration), por su
parte has a hybrid function: it adds information and also it points to the source of information. Similarly, the
type of speech act plays an important role. When al menos is used in a neutral assertive act, it indicates that
the information is true and implies that it may be a bigger extent; by contrast, when it is used in an evaluative
assertive act, it communicates a positive consideration, since a minimum condition is achieved.
Regarding the discourse markers with an important role in interaction, the most important factor seems to be
the type of discourse unit and the position (initial, middle or final) (cfr. Briz & Pons 2010). For instance,
¿verdad? aks for checking and allows a turn change when it is used at the end of a turn, whereas it points out
the uttered information as if this was shared and does not ask for checking when it appears in the middle of
the turn.
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Presupposition and semantic change: the case of pero
Patrícia Matos Amaral and Susana Rodríguez Rosique.

Abstract
This paper focuses on the role of presupposition in semantic change (Schwenter & Waltereit 2010), by
discussing the relation between the origin of the adversative meaning of Spanish pero ‘but’, which is based on
an anaphor, as represented in (1), and its synchronic behavior. We analyze the roles of the presuppositional
component in that development, from the explicit anaphoric expression to a connective that builds on
information that can either be retrieved from context or must be accommodated by the interlocutor on the
basis of general expectations.
(1)per hoc ‘because of that’ > peró ‘despite (that) / nevertheless / however’ > pero ‘but’ (Castillo Lluch 1993;
Herrero Ruiz 1999; Saldanya & Salvador to appear: 73)
While the presuppositional behavior is originally due to the Latin demonstrative pronoun (hoc), it becomes part
of the meaning of the connective. Once the sequence has lexicalized, the presupposed element may be
explicitly expressed by another demonstrative (2):
(2)Et el Rey sopo como uenie el Duc. a el pora prenderle. & non sopo al que fazer si non que tomo una saya de
un su escudero. & uistiola & fuesse pora la cozina & tomo los capones. & assentosse a assar los. pero esto
non sabemos por cierto si fue assi (CORDE, 1293, Gran Conquista de Ultramar)
Pero initially occurs in negative contexts, and is placed at the beginning of the second conjunct, which is why it
starts to be associated with contrast; specifically, with a result that contravenes what is expected from the
previous information. In this contrastive context, the conjunct introduced by pero imposes the conclusion, so it
is considered the strong member in argumentative terms (Anscombre & Ducrot 1994). It may appear in
structures where the previous (weak) member is introduced by a concessive conjunction (3):

(3)Et maguer uoluntad es del padre o de la madre non casando que tenga sus hijos si quisiere, pero si el auuelo
o auuela… los quisiere tener… sean tollydos al padre o ala madre (Fuero de Soria, Apud. Vallejo 1925).

At this stage, the presuppositional component is contrastive. From there on, pero will be able to introduce both
a conclusion being contrary to a previous argument (direct counter-argumentation) and an argument leading to
a conclusion contrary to the one triggered by a previous argument (indirect counter-argumentation).
In the next step, as observed in its synchronic behavior (4), pero can leave the contrastive contexts and may be
used to provide argumentative strength (Ducrot 1980) to an insufficient co-orientated argument (Acín 1993;
Portolés 1998; Garrido 2004). Here, pero is still presuppositional, now at the level of discourse argumentation.
(4)Era como una segunda madre de todos, tanto por su autoridad como por sus desvelos, pero además se
ocupaba de cualquier extraño que le tocara el corazón (Noticia de un secuestro. Apud. Portolés 2004).
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In conclusion, the different stages analyzed in this paper show that the presuppositional nature of the original
anaphoric expression is not lost, but acquires first a contrastive and then an argumentative function.
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THE ROLE OF EXEMPLIFICATION IN DISCOURSE
Caterina Mauri and Alessandra Barotto
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to analyse the use of exemplifying constructions (e.g. for example, to take an example,
etc.) in discourse, based on data from spoken Italian and English. Exemplification plays an important role in
human cognition at a cognitive level in categorization processes. However, we will argue that it is also an
important linguistic tool that allows speakers to achieve several other functions having to do with the
organization of discourse, the structuring of information and the pragmatic dimension of interpersonal relations
between speaker and hearer.
Exemplification indeed construes the mentioned exemplar(s) as potential option(s) taken from a hypothetical
set, and it is precisely the modal dimension of potentiality that makes exemplification a good candidate to
express more pragmatic functions. Although a comprehensive study on the linguistic coding and functions of
exemplification is still lacking, the existing literature on specific languages has shown that exemplifying
strategies can be used to achieve pragmatic effects in discourse. Specifically, exemplification may be used to
be vague and attenuate the speaker’s commitment (Channel 1994, Overstreet 1999, Voghera 2013). It may
also be employed as a focus marker, especially in requests for information or clarification (Voghera 2013, Ohori
2004 for Japanese). Furthermore, exemplification may convey an additive relation (Halliday and Hasan 1976).
Through a two-stage approach, we will systematically account for the behaviour of exemplifying constructions
in discourse, providing empirical evidence for regular associations between specific pragmatic functions and
specific distributional and morphosyntactic properties of the strategies employed. In the first stage we will
undertake a corpus-based study on Italian and English, using the Santa Barbara Corpus of spoken American
English (spoken American English, 249.000 words) and the Lessico dell’Italiano Parlato (spoken Italian,
490.000 words). Special attention will be devoted to i) the presence of overt labels for the categories (sets or
frames) of which the exemplar(s) are taken to be representative, ii) the position of the exemplifying
construction in the sentence (sentence initial, internal or final), iii) the co-occurrence with other discourse
relational devices, and iv) the topic continuity of the mentioned exemplar(s) in discourse. In the second stage,
we will verify the hypotheses made on the basis of the corpus analysis, through a set of specific tests. The
tests will consists of sentences selected from the corpus, associated to a closed set of compatible
interpretations regarding the context, the speaker’s intentions and assumptions, and the delimitation of the
category to which the exemplar(s) belong. 30 Italian native speakers will be asked to assign a plausibility rate
to the different interpretations.
We will show that it is possible to distinguish 1) ‘purely cognitive’ exemplification, aimed at linking exemplars
to their category and construing the category in a context-relevant way, from 2) ‘cognitive- pragmatic‘
exemplification, where a pragmatic dimension of vagueness and hedging functions is added on top of the
cognitive one, and 3) ‘purely pragmatic’ exemplification, in which there is no category to be construed and the
exemplifying construction works as a focus marker or a discourse relational device.
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Processing causality in Spanish: the case of "por tanto" and "por eso"
Laura Nadal and Inés Recio Fernández
Abstract
The aim of this communication is to illustrate with experimental evidence how the Spanish consecutive
connectives "por tanto" and "por eso" (en. ‘therefore’, ‘as a result’) constrain information processing.
Connectives are considered a subtype of discourse markers (Portolés 2001 [1998], Portolés & Martín
Zorraquino 1999, Montolío 2001, among others). As such, they act as constraints for inferential processes in
communication (Blakemore 1987, 1992). Specifically, consecutive connectives connect semantically and
pragmatically two or more arguments, which are accessible within discourse or within the cognitive
environment of the interlocutors, and – due to their mainly procedural meaning – lead the hearer towards a
conclusion derived from all discourse members as a whole (cf. Martín Zorraquino/Portolés 1999: 4093 ss.;
Portolés 1993, 2004: 289).
Both "por eso" and "por tanto" are employed to signal cause-consequence relations. However, they display
semantic differences, also with regard to the discursive and informative status they convey to the segments
they link. While "por eso" introduces “known or presupposed information (information not presented as
new)” (Briz et al. 2008) and points towards the cause rather than the consequence, which, in turn, is not
expected to be “derived logically” (Montolío 2001: 123) from the premise of the first segment (1), "por tanto"
precedes a discourse segment with the status of a conclusion reached “by means of reasoning” (Briz et al.
2008, cf. also Montolío 2001) what is stated in the first segment (2):
(1) Franco quería seguir gobernando hasta su muerte.[explicative cause] Por eso[connective] trajo al Príncipe
Juan Carlos, que era más joven. [explicative cause]
‘Franco wanted to rule until his death. Por eso, he brought Prince Juan Carlos, who was younger than him.’
(2) Franco quería seguir gobernando hasta su muerte. [basis for the reasoning] Por tanto, [connective] trajo al
Príncipe Juan Carlos, que era más joven. [consequence derived from resasoning]
‘Franco wanted to rule until his death. Por tanto, he brought Prince Juan Carlos, who was younger than him.’
(extracted and partially adapted from REAL ACADEMIA ESPAÑOLA: Banco de datos (CREA) [en línea]. Corpus de
referencia del español actual. <http://www.rae.es> [17-7-2015])
A number of experimental works on causal relations have shown that subtle semantic differences between
connectives like the above-mentioned can influence utterance processing (cf. for instance Canestrelli et al.
2012 for Dutch "omdat" and "want" ‘because’ in terms of subjectivity). In this sense, the cognitive effects of
"por eso" and por tanto were checked for experimentally with 80 native speakers of Spanish. Participants were
confronted with a series of causal utterances that they read silently on a computer screen while their eye
movements were tracked. This allowed us to assess the cognitive effort and the reactions (duration of
fixations, regressions to certain areas relevant to process the causal relation) needed to process utterances
(stimuli) during reading (Rayner 1998). Furthermore, comprehension tests were carried out to check how each
connective affects derivation of the implicatures of the utterances (cf. Just et al. 1982). In our talk, the results
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of these eyetracking and self-paced reading experiments will be presented and discussed with special
reference to theoretical descriptions available so far of "por eso" and "por tanto".
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Rhetorical Relations Marked by 'You Know' in the Context of Humor
Anna Nagy
The paper’s aim is to present the results of ongoing research that focuses on different approaches relating to
the role of humor in the (de)construction of coherence. Humor has already been subject to pragmatic
considerations out of which its relevance theoretic (Sperber-Wilson 1985) interpretation showed a probable
connection between the functional distribution of certain discourse markers and the nature of humor, the latter
of which is highly dependent on reference and background information (Nagy 2015).
Though the discourse marker you know was involved in the aformentioned research and seemed to behave as
part of this larger, hearer oriented strategy necessary for comedy, switching to a discourse analytic point of
view poses a problem. Realizing that most relations are not even explicitly marked in a text (Taboada 2006),
the actual occurrences of a discourse marker – regardless of function – do not exactly point to a larger
discourse organizational scheme. Due to this circumstance the aim of this presentation is to work with RST
annotation (Mann-Thompson 1988) and see if the number of tokens of you know are relevant to any relations or
interconnections found within a larger body of text, with respect to the purpose of humor.
The research will be carried out through the compilation and annotation (identifying co-occurrence patterns,
position in turn/utterance, speaker's attitudes) of a corpus that includes around 800.000 words of the sit-com
How I Met Your Mother, and a control corpus of current, spoken American English. You know, described as a
discourse marker linked to the accessibility of cognitive environments (Fox Tree-Schrock 2002) and thus the
contextual origins of humor, should be more visible in a humorous text, as well as with regard to the relations it
exemplifies. Larger deviations from the (non-humorous) reference corpus could serve as an indication of a
coherence structure especially suited for the speakers’ intentions to transmit traditionally ambiguous
messages, and for the hearers’ intentions to receive them, for the sake of laughter.
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Hesitations, repetitions, restarts and self-corrections: Towards a systematization of
discurse planning phenomena in Spanish colloquial conversations
Elena Pascual Aliaga
Abstract
One of the main proprieties of colloquial discourse that has been highlighted since Beinhauer ([1929]1963: 9)
defined Spanish spoken discourse as “speech as it arises naturally and spontaneously in daily conversation” is
the spontaneity of the process of constructing this discourse (Narbona, 1991). The spontaneous planning of
discourse gives rise to the appearance of particular phenomena like discourse ruptures or fragmentary
segments (Briz, 1998). This paper focuses on a group of elements called, within the proposal of the Val.Es.Co.
(Valencia Español Coloquial) research group, substructural elements: they comprise hesitations, repetitions,
restarts and self-corrections, which are defined as non-intentional segments that are external to the
informative and syntactic structure of discourse (Pérez, 2003). Since substructural elements offer an insight
into speakers’ attempts to structure and organise their speech, they should be regarded as Discourse
Relational Devices.
Substructural elements are not considered complete semantic or syntactic units (Herrero, 1995). Therefore,
despite the fact that their linguistic study should be envisaged from the theoretical field of oral language
syntax (Sornicola, 1981), they have received scarce attention from syntax studies (Pose, 2011) and are
considered conversational residues (Briz and Grupo Val.Es.Co., 2014). From an interactional perspective within
the framework of Conversational Analysis, some studies have pointed out that fragmentary segments like
repetitions (Tannen, 1987) or self-corrections (Schegloff, 1979), even in conjunction with other multimodal
resources such as gestures and gazes (Goodwin, 2007) manifest the relation between discourse planning and
the interactional structure of conversation. These elements should be studied, according to Schegloff (1979:
381), from the perspective of a “syntax-for-conversation”.
This paper departs from the idea that the linguistic description of substructural elements can contribute to a
better understanding of colloquial syntax by shedding light on the processes involved in the linguistic
construction and organisation of oral discourse (López Serena, 2012). Given the lack of a systematic
description and paradigm of substructural devices that take into account the close relationship between
interaction and linguistic structure, this study proposes a definition and classification of substructural
segments that contemplates formal and functional linguistic criteria (morphosyntactic, semantic, prosodic and
pragmatic) and integrates the interactional basis of Conversational Analysis.
More than 500 interventions of colloquial conversations from the Corpus Val.Es.Co. 2.0. (Cabedo and Pons,
2013) have been analyzed and a database containing quantitative and qualitative variables has been created,
according to the structural and interactional parameters studied (e.g. unit type, morphosyntactic
characterisation, function). Statistical proofs such as Pearson’s Chi-Squared test have been applied to the data
with the objective of determining significant relations between functional and formal patterns in the apparition
of substructural segments in Spanish colloquial conversation.
The results of this study offer a typology and description of substructural elements and contributes to: (1) shed
light on the processes of construction and planning of colloquial discourse; (2) implement the characterisation
of colloquial conversation as a discursive genre; and (3) advocate the importance of analysing substructural
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elements, which are currently considered mere syntactical residues, and the importance of syntax of spoken
discourse as a field of study.
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Marcadores y partículas discursivas interactivas en Twitter
María Soledad Padilla Herrada
Abstract
La irrupción de las redes sociales ha dado lugar a un espacio de interactividad que ha supuesto un antes y un después en el
modo en que nos comunicamos. Se ha abierto, de este modo, todo un universo de posibilidades comunicativas que nos
permite estar en contacto constante con otras personas y con la actualidad diaria. Concretamente, la red social Twitter
proporciona a usuarios anónimos la oportunidad de comunicarse con personajes famosos, políticos o periodistas, ya que es
un medio de comunicación bidireccional, en el que los usuarios reciben y aportan información.
El objetivo de esta comunicación consiste en ofrecer una clasificación y un análisis de los marcadores discursivos
empleados en la red social Twitter. Se prestará una especial atención a las partículas discursivas que favorecen la
interactividad en el medio, tales como ¿eh?, ¿no?, ¿verdad?, entre otras. Para ello, tomamos como objeto de estudio los
perfiles en Twitter de los periodistas Jordi Évole, Carlos Herrera y Ana Pastor, ya que publican con asiduidad en esta red
social y gozan de una gran cantidad de seguidores en la misma. También se analizarán los perfiles de Pablo Iglesias, Mariano
Rajoy y Pedro Sánchez, ya que son los dirigentes de las opciones políticas más relevantes en España actualmente. Del
mismo modo, tendremos en cuenta los tuits de usuarios anónimos dirigidos a estos personajes. Se pretende así mostrar
cómo en los tuits de usuarios anónimos encontramos ciertos elementos que se utilizan para provocar al receptor. En dichos
tuits, el grado de descortesía verbal, así como el grado de coloquialidad es mayor, precisamente por el carácter anónimo de
los tuiteros. En cambio, se dará cuenta en este trabajo de cómo los políticos y periodistas, para proteger su imagen social,
utilizan los marcadores y partículas discursivas con la intención contraria, es decir, para establecer una atmósfera de
complicidad y un sentimiento de afiliación con el receptor.
Para la realización de esta investigación parto de trabajos fundamentales sobre marcadores del discurso en español: Pons
(2000); Martín Zorraquino- Portolés (1999); Portolés (1998), Fuentes (1996), (2009a); Briz (2008), entre otros. Del mismo
modo, me sirvo de importantes trabajos sobre descortesía verbal: Fuentes Rodríguez (2008, 2009b, 2010, 2013…); Bravo Briz (2004), entre otros.
La metodología seguida para realizar esta investigación es de la lingüística pragmática (Fuentes Rodríguez, 2000).
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From Anaphora to Discourse Relational Devices
Bernardo E. Pérez Alvarez
Abstract
Discourse Markers have been studied in two main routes: from a semantic to a pragmatic use, what supposes
a well known type of grammaticalization; and a syntactic expansion from the sentence to a textual use, well
studied in text linguistic theory as a form of cohesion. In these kind of studies less attention has been focused
on a discourse semantic form of cohesion that can function as a form of DRD, namely the use of anaphora for
establishing discourse relations. It is possible to establish a graded relation from anaphora to discourse
marking crossing through discourse deixis as a form of semantic encapsulation, that combined with some kind
of prepositions can function as a DRD.
Examples from Spanish demonstratives esto and eso, and also the relatives lo que and lo cual, can be used to
explain these kind of DRD’s, as shown in the following examples:
1) Dentro de ese manejo están previstos los productos químicos, así como el material que utilizan al momento
de acolchar los cultivos, ya que el plástico sirve sólo para una siembra y después es tirado en el campo o
enterrado, por lo cual en el estado se prevé la instalación de 10 centros de acopio, de los cuales seis operarán
en la región, afirmó Ponce Guía. (La Jornada, 12/09/2006)
2) se creó la auditoría superior de Michoacán donde se creó a partir de lo que era la contaduría mayor de
hacienda que también dependía del congreso del estado(.) y hasta ahora no nos ha dado resultados
satisfactorios no hemos tenido los resultados que quisiéramos no ha habido los resultados que los ciudadanos
esperan por eso nosotros nos proponemos en esta materia que se cree un tribunal de rendición de cuentas
(02RM17-10-07_DEBATE).
The examples used in this research come from newspapers and from an oral corpus named Corpus Michoacano
del Español, that includes different kind of discourses representative from speech situations that goes from
spontaneous discourse to formal one. The results will show how these kind of DRD function in different kinds of
speech situations and are of a dynamic nature, not already grammaticalized, what means that they should be
studied in their functional nature and not only as specific units. These kind of DRD are good examples of
another kind of extension from the syntactic sentence structure to the textual one, operating in both pragmatic
and syntactic levels, similar to the comment clauses studied in English and lately Spanish.
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Connective movement (A demonstration on Czech)
Lucie Poláková
Abstract
Discourse connectives, the core of which includes conjunctions, particles and adverbs, are typically placed
within one of the two discourse segments (discourse arguments) they connect. Sometimes, the first argument
in the text order can be non-adjacent (Webber et al. 2003). Less often, the connective can be found outside
both the arguments it connects, consider the following example:
Ministerstvo vnitra považuje před dnešním jednáním o charakteristice rozpočtu na příští rok za předčasné
poskytovat detailní informace, sdělila tisková mluvčí ministerstva.
Řekla nicméně také, že i ministerstvo vnitra počítá v porovnání s letošním rokem s posílením investic.
[Before today’s negotiations on the budget profile for the next year, The Ministry of the Interior considers it
premature to provide detailed information, the ministry spokeswoman announced.
She also said, however, that even the Interior Ministry expects strengthening of investments compared to this
year.]
[Lit: She_said however also]
In the second sentence of the example, the main clause with the verb of saying "Řekla nicméně" /"She also
said, however" contains two connectives, one of which (také/also) relates the two main clauses with a
conjunction relation, whereas the other, the connective nicméně (however) can only be interpreted "lower" in
the structure, as a contrast between the two subordinate clauses (reported content), not between the clauses
introduced by the two verbs of saying (sdělila – řekla/announced – said).
The situation can be also explained schematically as:
Main clauses plan:
She said A. – She also said B.
*She said A. – But she said B.
Subordinate clauses plan:
The ministry does not want to reveal any information too early. However, it reveals expectations on
strengthening of investments.
We call this phenomenon connective movement: A (usually contrastive) connective is placed outside of both of
its arguments, it syntactically belongs to the matrix clause but, from the semantic viewpoint, it is interpreted
in the dependent clause.
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We study when and why it happens and when not, arriving to the observation, that, at least in Czech, the
phenomenon is not only regular, but also more preferred than the option to put the connective into the clause
where it syntactically belongs:
Řekla také, že i ministerstvo vnitra nicméně počítá v porovnání s letošním rokem s posílením investic.
[She also said that even the Interior Ministry however expects strengthening of investments compared to this
year.]
We document our findings by the evidence from a syntax- and discourse-annotated Prague Dependency
Treebank 3.0 (Bejček et al. 2013) and mainly from the much larger Czech National Corpus (2.7 billion tokens,
Hnátková et al. 2014).
In the full version of the paper, we name two testing criteria for identification of the scopes (arguments) of the
connective in question, we elaborate on the nature of the excluded main clauses (mainly the so-called clauses
of attribution) and explain that the connective in these structures moves left towards the border of its first
argument in the linear order.
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The Combination Of Discourse Markers And Discourse Units: Not A Morganatic Marriage
Salvador Pons
Abstract
The combination of discourse markers is perhaps the only point in which research on DMs has not still
produced significant contributions. It is certainly surprising that, despite innumerous studies on this subject, a
basic feature of DMs – its combination – is still to be established. One of the reasons for this absence is the
lack of a commonly accepted notion of position in spoken language. To know what position means depends, in
turn, on defining a set of discourse units where the notion of position can take place. In the absence both
notions, it seems impossible to provide an answer to the combination issue:
First, in the research of left-and right peripheries (Rizzi 1997, Dufter and Octavio de Toledo 2014), a DM is at
left/right periphery of a sentence-like maximal projection. Therefore, the notion of sentence/utterance is still
crucial, even if Dms are unanimously claimed to be sentence-external elements (Schourup 1999, Fischer 2006).
Besides utterance, no other units are considered (except for references like sentence-internal and sentenceexternal positions).
Second, positions are not defined and their meaning is established on non well-established bases. For instance,
initial position can be interpreted as “first word in the utterance”, “first syntagmatic projection in the
utterance”, “first tone unit”, and so on.
Third, positions and units do not combine and, as a consequence, the possibility that the left periphery of a turn
should host functions different from the left periphery of an utterance is not even taken into account.
This paper attempts to overcome the problems above and to establish a basis for the combination of discourse
markers. The analysis presented here will be based on Spanish colloquial conversations and will make use of
the Val.Es.Co model of discourse units (Briz et al. 2003, Val.Es.Co Research Group 2014). The need of a theory
of discourse units will be stressed by comparing it to alternative approaches to this same subject.
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"Razón de más" como inversor argumentativo
José Portolés
Abstract
Del siguiente intercambio:
(1) —La prohibición genera el tráfico de drogas.
—Razón de más para mantenerla. (en www.elpais.com, 31/03/2014)
se interpreta que, para el segundo participante, contrariamente a lo que se pudiera concluir a partir de la
primera intervención, el hecho de que la prohibición de las drogas genere su tráfico no es una razón para que se
levante, sino precisamente para lo contrario, para que se mantenga.
Este será el uso del sintagma "razón de más" que centrará el presente estudio: un turno conversacional
reactivo introducido por razón de más que crea e invierte una dinámica argumentativa previa. Con este
propósito, se analizan las propiedades de los constituyentes de "razón de más". El sustantivo "razón"
constituye una etiqueta discursiva (§ 2), que encapsula lo dicho previamente en un único sustantivo y, por su
significado, categoriza el miembro del discurso previo como una razón. En cuanto a de más como cuantificador
(§ 3), convoca una escala que se ordena de acuerdo con un criterio, que, como con otros cuantificadores de
grado, generalmente se explicita con un complemento con un sintagma preposicional introducido por "para".
Aunque "razón de más" puede utilizarse en el español actual como un sintagma en combinación libre, en los
usos que nos ocupan se ha producido un proceso de lexicalización en el que han coadyuvado una posible
evolución del español al tiempo que el calco decimonónico de raison de plus del francés (§ 4).
(2) Dorotea.- ¿Os sonrojaría?
Doña Florinda.- No a mí, pero quiero que tenga que sonrojarle a él.
Dorotea.- Razón de más para ocultarlo. (Mariano José de Larra, Traducción de Don Juan de Austria o la vocación,
de Delavigne, España, CNDHE, 1835)
(3) Dorothée.— Est-ce que vous en rougissez ?
Dona Florinde.—Non assurément ; mais je ne veux pas qu’il en rougisse, lui.
Dorothée.— Raison de plus pour le cacher. (Casimir Delavigne, Œuvres Complètes, II, Didier, París, 1863, pág.
455 gallica.bnf.fr).
Por otra parte, el sintagma introducido por "razón de más" tiene una gramática peculiar y su uso solo se explica
como parte de una construcción conversacional que identifican los hablantes (§ 5). Se trata de un sintagma
cuantificado que, sin verbo principal, se utiliza como enunciado después de un miembro discursivo previo que se
pueda interpretar como aserción. En una de estas construcciones con características particulares, se logra su
interpretación como inversor argumentativo (§6). Este fenómeno fue destacado por Oswald Ducrot (Bruxelles y
otros 1982, Ducrot 1988) en algunos usos del francés justement. En el ejemplo (1) al utilizar razón de más el
segundo participante hace inferir que el primero sigue el topos: “Aquello que genere el tráfico de drogas debe
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ser eliminado”. Este segundo participante, por su parte, invierte este topos y lo convierte en: “Aquello que
genere el tráfico de drogas debe ser mantenido” y, por este motivo, habría que persistir en la prohibición —la
conclusión—.
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When Semantics and Pragmatics diverge: the translation of adverbial connectors
Beatriz Sánchez-Cárdenas
Abstract

In teaching specialized translation, one of the challenges is to help students perceive the text as a whole. This
difficulty is directly related to the way that each language-culture tends to structure scientific discourse, as
reflected in text types and their information structure. Interlinguistic and intertextual variation directly affects
the use of logical connectors, syntax, and semantic prosody. In this sense, general language words can be a
challenge for the translator of specialized texts since their behavior in general language texts differs from their
behavior in specialized language texts. For example, in bilingual Spanish-English dictionaries, however/sin
embargo, currently/ actualmente and inadequately/inadecuadamente, are generally regarded as translation
correspondences. Nevertheless, in specialized texts, this equivalence is more apparent than real because of
the specific contextual constraints imposed by each of these words, which can vary, largely due to their
semantic prosody.
The main objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of using comparable corpora for teaching
specialized translation to undergraduate students with a view to increasing the quality of their text production
and their translation competence. For this purpose, we performed an experiment in which undergraduate
students were asked to translate a set of English medical text excerpts into Spanish, before and after
receiving training sessions during which they learned how to compile, analyze, and exploit comparable
specialized corpora. The focus was on the translation of adverbial modification in the form of logical
connectors. In the course of this study, students became more sensitive to the problem of translating such
words in specialized texts. When the translation produced before and after the training sessions were
compared, the results reflected that the students had gained a heightened awareness of the difficulty of
translating these apparently simple general language terms and were less apt to choose the conventional
dictionary correspondence as a translation solution.
In this sense, corpus analysis reveals that general language words and their interlinguistic equivalents tend to
appear in different syntagmatic contexts in each language (Cummins 2002). For instance, the English-Spanish
correspondences, however/sin embargo, currently/actualmente and inadequately/inadecuadamente are not
always pragmatic equivalents in these two languages, due to different contextual constraints (Charles 2011).
Moreover, the behavior of these words in specialized texts is also different from their behavior in general
language discourse.
In our opinion, it is crucial for translation students to have a heightened perception of such differences (i.e.
language awareness) in order to be able to deal with the translation of specialized texts. Thus, the main
objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of using comparable corpora for teaching specialized
translation to undergraduate students with a view to increasing the quality of their text production.
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The use of a Spanish Lexicon of Subjectivity for the analysis of Discourse Relational Devices
(DRDs) in Spanish academic texts
Andrea Santana Covarrubias
Discourse Relational Devices (DRDs) have been described as explicit processing instructions on how one part
of a text is related to another (Britton, 1994; Gernsbacher, 1997; Sanders & Spooren, 2007). Within the
Cognitive approach of Coherence Relations (CCR), several studies have demonstrated that specific DRDs
express purely objective or subjective meanings (Pander Maat & Sanders, 2001; Degand & Pander Maat, 2003;
Li, Evers-Vermeul and Sanders, 2013). However, the intended interpretation of these meanings is not always
signaled clearly by the DRDs. There are ambiguous cases, in which some DRDs can be used in both subjective
and objective relations (e.g. because). These cases make the analysis of DRDs and coherence relations a
complex task.
Moreover, by analyzing relations in context, other factors could influence the interpretation and the
predominance of DRDs. Among them, genre could play a relevant role. Sanders (1997) demonstrated that
ambiguous cases of subjective and objective causal relations were resolved according to the type of context.
Zufferey (2012) also showed that the distribution of some French connectives varies according to different
genres. In this investigation our purpose is to explore the relationship between DRDs and genre in Spanish
academic discourse in two disciplines, Education and Psychology using automatic analysis. For this, we
constructed a corpus of academic texts written in Spanish (essays, 81,640 words; textbooks, 82,319 words;
and research articles, 82,734 words) and we identified frequent DRDs for causal relations through concordance
analyses. In order to identify if the prototypical DRDs are associated with subjective or objective meanings, we
determined degrees of subjectivity in the corpus by comparing it to a Spanish lexicon of subjectivity (MolinaGonzález, Martínez-Cámara, Martín-Valdivia & Perea-Ortega, 2013): the expectation is that if a DRD is used
subjectively it occurs in a subjective environment, i.e. a context containing relatively many subjective words.
We hypothesize that there is a continuum of subjectivity in terms of DRDs and coherence relations in academic
discourse. On one extreme, the essay is expected to contain the most subjective words since it persuades the
reader of the correctness of a central statement (Hyland, 1990), therefore, we could expect that the DRDs in
essays are more associated with subjective relations. On the opposite extreme, the textbook is expected to
contain the smallest amount of subjective words since it is an introductory genre which describes the
accepted knowledge of a discipline as a coherent whole (Swales, 1995), consequently, we could expect that
the DRDs are more associated with objective relations. Finally, the research article is in the middle of this
continuum since it is a hybrid genre which is persuasive in some sections and descriptive in others. Therefore,
we would expect that the DRDs are associated with both subjective and objective relations. This study could
give us more information about the usefulness of lexicons of subjectivity to explore the subjectivity in genres,
which would constitute an initial strategy to analyze DRDs and coherence relations in languages and contexts
few explored from a cognitive perspective, such as the Spanish and the academic discourse.
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“On the one hand” as a Cue to Anticipate Upcoming Discourse Structure
Merel Scholman; Hannah Rohde and Vera Demberg
Given evidence of anticipation within sentences for upcoming sounds, words, and syntactic structures
(Delong, et al. 2005; Kamide, et al., 2003; Levy, 2008), an open question is how comprehenders use crosssentence cues to anticipate relationships between sentences. Within sentences, words combine via syntactic
rules to determine what structures are possible. Between sentences, the possible relationships that can
hold between pairs of propositions, such as cause-consequence and claim-argument, create a less
constrained discourse structure (Asher & Lascarides, 2003; Hobbs, 1990; Kehler, 2002). Based on
evidence of syntactic prediction (e.g., dependencies like either…or, Staub, 2006), our goal is to test what
comprehenders predict based on the marker On the one hand.
Three hypotheses were formulated for this study:
H1. Readers expect On the one hand to be followed by any type of contrast marked with On the
other hand specifically;
H2. Readers have contrast-specific expectations, where only content that contrasts with the On the
one hand-clause will satisfy their expectations (regardless of the connective used);
H3. Readers have a “flat” prediction of contrast, where any contrastive clause can satisfy the
prediction set up by On the one hand (regardless of the connective used).
Stories containing one of three types of intervening sentences (non-contrastive (example 1a), globally
contrastive (1b), or locally contrastive (1c)) between On the one hand and On the other hand were
tested in a story acceptability study, story continuation study, and eye- tracking study.
The results show that On the one hand does not have to be followed by On the other hand; the connective
but can also satisfy the anticipation for a contrast, especially if it is used in a globally contrastive sentence.
This is not compatible with H1. In particular, reading times on On the other hand were longer in stories with
a globally contrastive sentence than in stories with a locally contrastive sentence. The results support H2
and disconfirm H3: readers can build structure-specific expectations based on On the one hand. We
conclude that comprehenders use discourse connectors to predict a specific discourse structure and can
maintain such predictions across clauses.
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Example and illustration
(1)

Sentence A: Joseph is pondering whether he should take a job offer from the Edinburgh
Zoo.
Sentence B: On the one hand, he needs the money, because he should start paying off his
student loans this year.
Sentence C:
Also, his car needs to be serviced by the end of the month. [no contrast]
b. But he could keep looking for a nicer, better-paying job. [global contrast]
c. But the loans could be deferred for a few more months. [local contrast]
Sentence D: On the other hand, he hates the idea of cleaning out panda cages every day.
a.

Figure 1. Attachment height of the but-clause in the local and global contrast conditions
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Las conjunciones ilativas así que y conque como marcadores de modalidad evidencial
Eugenia Sainz
Abstract
No resulta fácil dar cuenta de la diferencia de significado y de uso existente entre las conjunciones ilativas así
que y conque. Pese a tratarse de un tema recurrente en la gramática del español, no se ha llegado todavía a una
descripción contrastiva clara desde la que justificar las diferencias en la codificación semántica y, por ende, en
la intención que mueve la enunciación en cada caso: por qué los hablantes escogen a veces la primera y por
qué, otras, en cambio, prefieren la segunda. De hecho, es significativo advertir que la Nueva Gramática de la
lengua española (2009) se limita a aludir, como es habitual, a los valores modales vinculados con los
enunciados introducidos por conque (§46.12a, b, l) y a reconocer la proximidad de ambas unidades con “las
unidades características de la gramática del discurso o del texto” (§46.11h).
Pues bien, con el objetivo de responder al interrogante planteado, se analizarán las dos unidades en su empleo
como marcadores discursivos, es decir, cuando introducen directamente un acto de habla en ausencia de un
primer miembro expreso, y en relación con las modalidades epistémica y evidencial. La intervención se
estructurará en tres partes: en primer lugar, se ponen las bases para el análisis siguiendo de cerca las
investigaciones sobre evidencialidad (v.g., Aikhenvald 2004, Corneille 2009, Cuenca en prensa, Ifantidou 2001,
Nuyts 2001, Plugian 2001, Wachtmeister 2005). En segundo lugar, se focaliza la atención en el funcionamiento
discursivo de así que. Para dar cuenta del modo en que el significado procedimental de la partícula interactúa
con el contexto, se compara así que con el que enunciativo y con las demás formas de cita indirecta (Demonte
y Fernández Soriano 2007, 2013a, 2013b, Etxepare 2010, Gras 2013, Pons Bordería 2003, 2013, Porroche
2000, 2003, Reyes 1994, Rodríguez Ramalle 2008a, 2008b, 2013, 2014, 2015). Por último, se afronta el
análisis discursivo de conque desde una hipótesis de significado procedimental que creemos puede justificar el
contraste con así que y la carga modal añadida (Porroche 2009, Portolés 1998, Santos 2003). Se tomarán las
muestras de lengua del banco de datos CREA.
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Discourse markers in the Val.Es.Co. segmentation model: functions and uses of "pues eso" in
Spanish coloquial conversations
Shima Salameh Jiménez
Abstract

Discourse markers (henceforth, DMs) allow to formulate, organize and manage contents within discourse
structure. As discourse relational devices (DRDs) these units (studied along the last thirty years in several
languages and applying different perspectives) show different pragmatic relationships: between linguistic
contents (connection), building and structuring textual-oral productions (Pons Bordería 2006); between the
speaker and his own message (subjectivity), by making explicit processes of formulation or modalization; and,
at last, between the speaker and his hearer (intersubjectivity), by highlighting their interactive relationship
through appellative devices, turn-taking/giving mechanisms, etc.
Specifically, our study object is the Spanish conversational construction "pues eso": a polyfunctional DM that
works in both monological and dialogical levels, that is, in enunciation and interaction contexts, respectively. It
has an abstract lexical basis (formed by a comment adverb/conjunction–"pues"– and a demonstrative neutral
pronoun –"eso"–) that encourages uses in diverse discourse positions with variable scope. It could be possible
to think that "pues eso" is only a derived from the form "pues" and that, consequently, this study is an easy
task to develop. However, the impossibility of separate both units in the construction, the fact that some
functions are directly linked to the whole structure (and not only with pues), and the high frequencies of use
that it presents in the corpora analysed (Corpus Val.Es.Co.; Corpus Val.Es.Co. 2.0; Crea oral; Corpes XXI), lead us
to defend that "pues eso" has experimented a lexicalization process.
With the picture presented for this DM, and a complex description of its functions, this communication aims to
systematize discursive features of "pues eso" in each type of interactive concrete context (contexto
interactivo concreto, CIC), with a view to solve common treatment difficulties in DRDs. To avoid a non-objective
perspective of analysis, based in descriptions without systemic criteria, we apply the tools offered by the
Val.Es.Co. model (VAM) for discourse segmentation (Briz y grupo Val.Es.Co. 2003; Grupo Val.Es.Co. 2014). In its
terminology, "pues eso" can be labelled as "intervention", "act", or adjacent modal subact" (AMS), "adjacent
interpersonal subact" (AIS) or "adjacent textual subact" (ATS): structural units that depending of the unit over
which they have scope (other subact, an act or an intervention) and the position occupied, simplify the
treatment of each function of "pues eso" (topic regressive, topic conclusive, support-formulation device,
agreement mark).
A description based in the Val.Es.Co. discourse units gives objectivity to the qualitative analysis of a DM whose
characterization is complicated. Furthermore, permits work with quantitative results: accounting the total of
acts and subacts correlated with one or more pragmatic functions, makes possible the following conclusions:
1) Corroboration of the DM "pues eso" polyfunctionality;
2) Confirmation that In Spanish is necessary to consider "pues eso" as an independent DM in respect with DM
"pues".
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3) Conveys a complete overall of results obtained, that can be organized in the VAM units and position grill (Briz
y Pons 2010)
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Unifying Dimensions in Discourse Relations: how various annotation schemes are related
Ted Sanders, Vera Demberg, Jacqueline Evers-Vermeul, Jet Hoek, Merel Scholman, Fatemeh Torabi
Asr and Sandrine Zufferey
Abstract
Over the last fifteen years, annotating discourse relations has gained increasing interest of the linguistics
research community. Indeed, it is a promising and challenging research area, which allows for systematic
cross-linguistic comparison at the discourse level. A lot of progress has been achieved through large discourseannotated corpora, leading examples are the Penn Discourse Treebank (Prasad et al., 2008), the Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST) Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001) and SDRT. In fact, the annotation of such relations is at
the heart of the COST-Textlink project.
However, existing discourse annotation guidelines differ in other important aspects, such as the type of
relations that are distinguished. Some proposals present sets of approximately 20 relations (such as the one
developed by Mann and Thompson, 1988), others of only two relations (Grosz & Sidner, 1986). The PDTB
contains a three-tiered hierarchical classification of 43 sense tags (Prasad et al., 2008), and the annotation
scheme used for the RST Treebank distinguishes 78 relations that can be partitioned in 16 classes (Carlson et
al., 2001). Hence, it is not clear which and how many categories or classes (for example, contingency, causal,
or informational) and end labels (for example, result, volitional cause, and cause-consequence are all labels for
causal relations) are needed to adequately describe and distinguish coherence relations.
One thing that is clear is that annotation has proven to be a difficult task, which is regularly reflected in low
inter-annotator agreement scores. Because leading proposals differ in the relations they distinguish, comparing
outcomes of corpus-based studies working in different frameworks is hard; often, different labels are used for
the same concepts, and the other way around: sometimes the same labels are used for different concepts. This
is a confusing and non-optimal situation.
In this paper, our goal is to suggest how the discourse relation annotations used by the different schemes can
be mapped onto one another. An important consideration is to be able to represent all of the annotations that
the different schemes have considered relevant for discourse relation annotation. Our suggestion is to describe
discourse relations in terms of their properties. A range of basic properties, based on a Cognitive approach to
Coherence Relations (CCR; going back to Sanders et al. 1992), which capture the most basic distinctions made
by all sets of discourse relations, will be extended by additional criteria, which capture additional distinctions
made in various discourse annotation schemes. We describe the relations in terms of this limited set of
dimensions and additional criteria, and show how the various existing proposals can be related to each other.
That way, we develop a unifying proposal, which allows us to ‘translate’ outcomes from one framework to the
terminology of another. We want to make optimal use of existing corpora and facilitate discussion among
researchers working in different paradigmata. The ultimate goal is to obtain more systematic discourse relation
schemes.
More specifically, we will compare PDTB, RST and SDRT in terms of our limited set of dimensions, and show
how they map onto each other. We illustrate our proposal with annotation of corpus examples from various
studies: on cross-linguistic comparison and translation, on language acquisition, from an experiment with
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automatic discourse relation labelling using dimensions, and from an annotation experiment with naïve
annotators using a minimal set of relation categories.
We will argue that our approach of unifying dimensions will lead to more systematicity and is likely to improve
existing relation definitions.
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Contributos para a análise do conector "sim" em Português Europeu Contemporâneo
Sara Sousa
Abstract
Neste trabalho, propõe-se que, em Português Europeu Contemporâneo, a unidade "sim", tipicamente integrada
na categoria dos adverbiais, pode igualmente ocorrer como um conector ou marcador discursivo em
construções refutativo-retificativas de justaposição do tipo "não p || sim q". Esta consideração tem por base a
análise de corpora, nomeadamente o Corpus de Referência do Português Contemporâneo (CRPC), CETEMPúblico
e Diários da Assembleia da República (DAR), onde se verifica a ocorrência de sequências como as seguintes:
(i) Falar do primado da educação e da formação não constitui uma moda, constitui, sim, uma exigência do
Estado social e uma resposta às ilusões neoliberais [...]. (CRPC, COD_1015452)
(ii) Não pretendemos um tratamento diferenciado, pretendemos, sim, ser tratados, acompanhados com
respeito, dedicação e afecto [...]. (CETEMPúblico, ext876712-pol-92b-2)
(iii) Em primeiro lugar, não estamos perante propostas que apenas concretizam os cortes salariais impostos
pelo Orçamento do Estado, estamos, sim, perante propostas que impõem novas e acrescidas reduções
remuneratórias aos magistrados, de forma permanente e definitiva [...] (q). (DAR, I Série, XI Legislatura, N.º 38,
p. 62)
A presença de "sim" em exemplos como os anteriores permite realçar o contraste de polaridade existente entre
os segmentos "não p" e "q", evidenciando que o segmento (q) em que ocorre é aquele que deve ser retido. Mais
exatamente, o locutor responsável por uma sequência do tipo ilustrado em (i), (ii) ou (iii) assinala que o que é
dito ou implicitado em "q" se constitui como uma retificação/correção do enunciado, tipicamente da
responsabilidade de uma outra voz ou instância enunciativa, alvo de refutação em "p". Este último segmento
contém tipicamente uma negação de caráter metalinguístico (Ducrot, 1972; Horn, 1989).
Em construções deste tipo, "sim" parece comportar-se como um conector/marcador discursivo (de origem
adverbial) que, não contribuindo para o conteúdo proposicional das sequências em que ocorre nem sendo
necessário à sua boa formação, fornece instruções sobre o seu valor, facilitando o seu processamento e
contribuindo, assim, para a sua coerência relacional (neste caso, na sua vertente mais estritamente
pragmático-funcional). Este comportamento é evidenciado pelo facto de, nos corpora analisados, esta unidade
surgir tipicamente demarcada por pausas, configurando-se como um constituinte prosódico e dando origem a
produtos textuais e não frásicos.
Procurando descrever o funcionamento discursivo desta unidade e justificar a sua inclusão no seio dos
conectores/marcadores discursivos disponíveis em Português Europeu Contemporâneo, este trabalho pretende
contribuir para uma melhor compreensão deste tipo de expressões conectivas, particularmente ao nível da sua
classificação formal e funcional.
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Concessive marking revisited: 'but' in courtroom talk
Magdalena Szczyrbak
Abstract
Concessivity, which appears to be a universal feature of human interaction, has been investigated by numerous
linguists, most notably as an interclausal connection or as a rhetorical relation. The dialogic approach, in turn,
defines Concession as a discourse-pragmatic relation which speakers realise interactionally as (cardinal or
reversed) sequences of claims, acknowledgments and counterclaims (Couper-Kuhlen and Thompson 1999,
Couper-Kuhlen 2000, Barth-Weingarten 2003). Among the markers associated with the Concessive relation,
'but' is especially frequent, as evidenced by naturally-occurring data representing, for instance, private talk
(Barth-Weingarten 2003) and academic discourse (Łyda 2007). To date, however, no analyses of 'but' in
courtroom talk have been carried out with a view to determining its role in signalling Concession. Therefore,
combining insights from corpus-assisted discourse studies and the dialogic approach to the Concessive
relation, this paper aims to describe the use and distribution of 'but' as well as its co-occurrence patterns in an
attempt to define the role this marker plays in structuring interactional patterns. To this end, drawing on data
from adversarial proceedings – exemplifying highly antagonistic communication between opposing parties –
the analysis will demonstrate the most frequent Concessive schemata involving 'but' as well as the
deployment of this marker by litigant parties. What is more, accounting for the context of adversarial
proceedings including the participants’ status and their role in interaction, the findings will be compared with
previous research to see how speakers use 'but' strategically to position themselves in various communicative
settings and to determine if any of the uses of 'but' are typical of trial discourse. Seen more broadly, the
analysis will reveal how 'but' helps speakers to organise interaction during unequal encounters representing
legal-lay communication.
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Phatic markers as conversation regulators in interviews and informal conversation
Gloria Uclés Ramada
Abstract
The main objective of this study is to compare the behaviour of the Spanish phatic markers (PMs) ¿eh?, ¿no?,
¿sabes? and ¿vale? when they are used as mitigating or reinforcement devices (Albelda, 2007, 2015; Albelda et
alii, 2014). The analysis shows differences or preferences that help characterise the selected markers. To
reach this aim, a corpus has been compiled where PMs can be found in different interactive situations that
have an incidence on their value, namely the docureality Gandía Shore. Fourteen episodes (i.e. circa 14 hours/
100,000 words) have been transcribed and analysed. All PMs have been extracted and an individual analysis of
each of these forms has been carried out.
In Gandía Shore the same speakers feature in two different discourse genres: informal conversations (in their
everyday interaction, regularly recorded) and interview (when they are inquired about their feelings and
impressions about the events recently occurred or about to happen). This provides a corpus that allows the
comparison of PMs in two oral genres, namely (i) unplanned, spontaneous discourse where interlocutors have a
relationship of proximity (informal conversations), and b) a more rigid discurouse genre where difference in
hierarchy and a less familiar (or even unfamiliar) relationship between interlocutors apply (interviews).
The analysis reveals that
PMs tend to be more frequent in conversation than in interviews.
Although PMs exhibit a high mitigating and reinforcement value, there are differences in their distribution
across discourse genres: mitigation is more frequent in interviews whereas reinforcement has a higher rate in
conversations.
Some PMs tend to be more frequent in conversation, while other MPs are prefered in interviews. These
preferences might point to a difference in the kind of phatic meaning conveyed by the PM.
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Adversative Conjunctions in Lithuanian and English
Giedre Valūnaite-Oleskeviciene; Prof. Dr. Jolita Sliogeriene; Vilma Asijaviciute.
Abstract
This paper investigates semantically adversative conjunctions (according to Halliday and Hasan’s
classification, 1976) and their Lithuanian counterparts with the aim to determine the functions of these
connectors in both languages and to find out if the use of certain conjunctions depends on discourse (spoken
or written). The approach of the relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson, 1995; Carston, 2005) was employed to
establish the semantic and pragmatic behaviour of adversative conjunctions in spoken and written discourse.
While carrying out this research, certain methods were used. Literature analysis helped to identify what
research in the field of discourse relational devices has been done so far, which aspects of conjunctions and
discourse markers are of interest to Lithuanian and foreign scholars and to provide the taxonomy of Lithuanian
conjunctions. Corpus-based qualitative method was employed to determine certain tendencies in the use of
adversative conjunctions in both languages. The data was drawn from the following corpora: The Corpus of the
Contemporary Lithuanian Language compiled by Vytautas Magnus University and The British National Corpus by
Brigham Young University. Content analysis was used to determine the presence of certain conjunctions within
texts. The results of the study revealed the multi-functionality of adversative conjunctions. In some cases the
semantic meaning and pragmatic function are closely related while in other cases the relations are quite loose.
Adversative conjunctions are influenced by discourse in both languages and tend to be more frequent in spoken
discourse. Some translation problems may occur because Lithuanian as a Baltic language has a wider variety of
adversative conjunctions than the English language, which comes from the Germanic language family. The
comparison of the characteristic use of English and Lithuanian conjunctions is an important question in
discourse analysis studies as the results of the research could determine possible translation issues and
provide some recommendations for translators, interpreters and learners of the both languages.
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Pragmatic Functions of Discourse Relational Devices in Online Customer Reviews
Tuija Virtanen
Abstract
While electronic word-of-mouth advertising has been subject to study in marketing, psychology, library
sciences and many other fields, the language of online customer reviews has been given little attention so far
(but see Vásquez 2014). Yet, studies of user appreciation show that, rather than the rating metrics, the review
itself is of primary importance, and the longer the text, the better (see e.g. Chevalier & Mayzlin 2006; Lin et al.
2005; Wulff & Hardt 2014). Online customer reviews constitute a mode of computer-mediated communication
(CMC; Herring et al. 2013), where users are ‘channelled’ (Myers 2000) by the genres they employ to share
information, opinion and attitude in a commodifying environment. This raises the issue of the pragmatic
functions of ‘prosumers’ (i.e., a blend of producer and consumer)’ choice of discourse relational devices (DRD).
When readers turn into writers, how do they construct the reviewer persona and write audience conceptions
into the text? How does the type of goods reviewed affect the choice of DRDs in such texts?
This study focuses on the DRDs identified in a corpus of written online customer reviews of books on a major
retail website, with the aim of exploring how they help prosumers to create credentials for the review and
socially authenticate the reviewer persona. Some 250 reviews are studied in depth in order to single out the
DRDs used, their textual roles and pragmatic functions in a body of data where the type of goods is controlled.
Attention is also paid to the absence of possible DRDs in these data. Findings suggest that prosumers employ
DRDs that are prototypically linked to particular styles, registers and genres as these serve to forward the
credibility and accountability of the reviewer persona. The choice of DRDs also appears to function in the
service of audience design.
The proposed full paper has implications for the understanding of the pragmatics of DRDs in short new media
texts that are part of the daily life of an increasing number of people.
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Present Day Italian anzi in a cross-linguistic perspective
Jacqueline Visconti
Abstract

Italian discourse relational device (DRD) anzi, roughly corresponding to English “on the contrary” (but see
below), displays wide variation both cross-linguistically and across the spoken and written mode. In the parallel
corpus extracted from the proceedings of the European Parliament EurParl (Koehn 2005; Cartoni, Zufferey &
Meyer 2013), anzi corresponds to a set of very different DRDs in other languages: English on the contrary, in
fact, instead, indeed, in addition; French à l’inverse, au contraire, ou plûtot, même, plus précisément; Spanish
por el contrario, mejor dicho, más bien, incluso; German im Gegenteil, vielmehr, sogar, etc.
A preliminary inspection of the EurParl data allows us to distinguish at least two groups of examples.
In a first group, two predicates or two states of affairs are contrasted, one of which has not taken place, e.g.
‘vetoing the construction’ vs ‘continuing the construction’, as in (1) and (2):
(1) I membri del Parlamento, che hanno ricevuto un mandato democratico dai propri elettori, non sono stati
consultati né hanno avuto l’opportunità di mettere il veto alla costruzione di questa follia, anzi la costruzione
del palazzo di vetro è proseguita senza impedimenti.
(2) MEPs, who have a democratic mandate from the electorate, were not consulted on the building of this folly
or allowed any opportunity to veto its construction. Instead, the building of this glass palace has continued
unimpeded.
In a second type of examples, anzi is used to correct a preceding formulation, by introducing a more appropriate
wording (e.g. ‘could prove’ vs ‘certainly will prove’), as in (3) and (4):
(3) Quindi, signor Presidente, ripeto che è importante un piano di prevenzione primaria, un piano per tentare di
ridurre la domanda di stupefacenti nella nostra Comunità ma, nel contempo, ciò potrebbe essere, anzi è
sicuramente insufficiente se poi non si tenta anche la strada del recupero, della cura, della riabilitazione e del
reinserimento del tossicodipendente nella società.
(4) Therefore, Mr President, I repeat that we need a programme of primary prevention to try to reduce the
demand for drugs in our Community but, at the same time, this could prove - indeed, it certainly will prove inadequate if we do not set about treating, rehabilitating and the reintegrating drug addicts into society.
This paper aims to refine the characterization of the cognitive-communicative function realized by anzi in
Present Day Italian across both the written and the spoken mode (cf. Bazzanella 2003; Visconti 2015 for a
diachronic analysis).
The investigation will focus on the following two parameters in the construction ‘p anzi q’:
(i) The presence vs absence of an explicit negation on p, as in ‘non era felice, anzi era triste’ (‘she was not
happy, anzi she was sad’) – examples (1) and (2) above - vs ‘stava bene, anzi molto bene’ (‘she was well, anzi
very well’) – examples (3) and (4) above;
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(ii) The scope of anzi, that is whether the relationship bears on phrases, clauses, or wider textual segments.
The corpora used include the Letteratura Italiana Zanichelli and the web corpus Risorse Dinamiche dell’Italiano
(RIDIRE) for written data, the Lessico dell’Italiano Parlato (LIP) and the Integrated reference corpora for spoken
romance languages (C-ORAL-ROM) for the spoken data, as well as a corpus of texts currently in preparation for
the Italian project “Il corpus dei corpora per il nuovo vocabolario dell’italiano post-unitario” (PRIN 2012).
The achieved characterization will be used as the basis for refining the cross-linguistic analysis of the
connective, looking, in particular, at the English, French, German and Spanish equivalents found in the EurParl
corpus.
Data
C-ORAL-ROM = Integrated Reference Corpora for Spoken Romance Languages. 2005. Ed. by Emanuela Cresti, and Massimo Moneglia.
Amsterdam/Philadelphia, PA: John Benjamins.
EURPARL = European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus 1996-2011. Ed. by Philipp Koehn et al. (http://www.statmt.org/europarl/).
LIP = Lessico di frequenza dell’italiano parlato. 1993. Ed. by Tullio De Mauro, Federico Mancini, Massimo Vedovelli, and Miriam Voghera .
Milano: ETASLibri.
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Perspective marking and subjectivity in coherence relations: A collocation analysis of
Chinese connectives
Yipu Wei and Jacqueline Evers-Vermeul
Background & Research questions
Connectives such as because and so are frequently considered processing instructors (Britton, 1994; Mak &
Sanders, 2013): they provide information on the type of coherence relation involved (e.g. temporal, adversative
or causal), and in several languages they also code information on subjectivity, i.e. the involvement of a
locutionary agent (Finegan, 1995). For example, the Dutch connectives want ‘because’ and dus ‘so’ (Spooren et
al., 2010) and Mandarin Chinese kejian ‘so’ (Li et al., 2013) prototypically express subjective coherence
relations.
On-line processing studies suggest that the processing effects of connectives are interfered by the presence of
perspective markers such as John thinks, perhaps and according to Peter (Canestrelli et al., 2013). These
perspective markers all relate to the evidentiality/certainty of the utterance, indicating – just like subjective
connectives – that someone’s mind is involved in the construction of the coherence relation. However,
perspective marking is not restricted to evidentiality; four other evaluative dimensions can be distinguished:
emotivity, expectedness, importance, and necessity (Bednarek, 2006). If subjective connectives and the
perspective markers in Canestrelli et al.’s study overlap in the information of evidentiality they convey, it could
be expected that language users try to avoid such repetition. However, for other types of perspective markers,
this tendency is not expected.
Collocation analysis can advance our knowledge on the properties of a discourse marker on the basis of its
contextual features. Therefore, this corpus-based study investigates the following research questions:
1. Do connectives of different subjectivity degrees differ in the types of collocates?
2. More specifically, do connectives differ in the types of perspective markers they co-occur with?
Method
We focused on two Mandarin Chinese causal connectives: the specific subjective kejian ‘so’, and a connective
that is underspecified in terms of subjectivity and can be used in both objective and subjective relations: suoyi
‘so’ (Li et al., 2013). A distinctive collocates analysis was performed by measuring the association strength
between these connectives and other discourse elements. We retrieved data from the CCL corpus, a large,
balanced Modern Chinese written corpus. Association scores (G2 and Delta-P) were calculated based on
contingency tables of observed and expected frequencies (Evert, 2008; Gries, 2013).
Results &Conclusion
The collocation analysis generated a list of words/expressions that collocated more often with either suoyi or
kejian. The top 200 of these collocates were further categorized into different semantic types. The results
suggest that subjectivity information coded in the connectives does pattern with the use of perspective
markers, which take a large proportion of the collocates list. The general connective suoyi prefers contexts
with perspective markers expressing the dimension of evidentiality: cognition verbs (e.g. think, know),
communication verbs (e.g. say, look), modal verbs (e.g. want, may) and adverbials expressing (un)certainty
(certainly). Kejian co-occurred more often with perspective markers related to the dimension of expectedness
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(surprisingly, unexpectedly). No differences were found in the connectives’ preference for co-occurrence with
other perspective markers. We will discuss possible implications of these results for the interpretation of the
processing results in Canestrelli et al.’s study.
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